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Purnose.-- The purpose of this thesis is to construct 
a series of experiences to introduce to ninth-grade students 
the study of literature as a form of art through its rela-
tions to painting. This series is based on the ass~~ption 
that there are principles common to both art forms, that 
artistic creativity, princinles of form, and aesthetic 
elements apply to the world of Shakespeare as well as to 
the world o~ Picasso. The series is designed to emphasize 
the impact of these arts on everyday experience and to 
give students an opportunity to understand and appreciate 
more clearly the role of art in their own lives. 
Procedure.-- To provide a study of the correlation of 
literature and painting, the writer reviewed literature 
dealing 1-vi th the basic relationships betv1een the tivo art 
forms and '\vi th the use of the correlation in the language 
arts program. Emphasis was given to the follovrine: areas: 
1. the objectives and values of art in education 
2. the means of teaching art effectively 
3. basic principles related to the arts, and to 
painting and literature in particular 
4. means for organizing the correlation of litera-
ture and painting. 
2 
'rhe. i'Tri ter then attempted to provide for ninth-grade 
students a meaningful and interesting approach to the study 
of literature. 
Scope.-- This thesis includes a series of experiences 
designed to introduce students to the study of' li ter•a ture as 
an art form through its relations to -painting. These 
experiences attempt to answer five basic questions: 
I. 11hat is the source of a work of art? 
This section introduces artistic creativity 
with emphasis on perception, memory, and 
imagination. .Among the i'lorks studied are 
Haiku poems. 
II. Vlha t is the content of a '\vork of art? 
This section introduces subject matter, 
levels of meaning, symbolism, and allego~J. 
The major work studied is The Old Han and 
-- --·- ---the Sea. 
----
III. ',iha t is the medium of a "tvorl::: o:· art? 
This section compares the "lanGUa~es" of 
the tv10 art forms. The focus is on denota-
tion and co11..nota tion, imagery, and 1vord 
color. "The Rime of the Ancient ilariner" 
is among the lvorks studied. 
IV. Vlha t is the organization of a 1vork of art? 
v. 
This section introduces the urinci~Jles of 
emphasis, repetition, and un:i. ty. .8_c:>..m~ _?.nd 
Juliet is used to illustrate these :prin-
ciules of form. 
·lvhat makes a work of art unique? 
This section considers attitude e.nd tone. 
Focus is given to the individual exuressive-
ness of the artist and the uniqueness of his 
work. Several vTOrks dealing with the theme, 
"I'1an' s Relationship to Iv!an," are presented 
for comparison, among the~ The Human Comedy. 
Delimitatio~.-- This thesis is delimited to a study of 
selected examples of literature in their relations to one 
other art, painting. The experiences are planned for ninth-
grade pupils. Literature is not treated as a discreet 
subject. Rather, the series attempts to extend the orienta-
tion of the teacher of literature to include the fine arts 
as natural allies of his subject. The study of literature 
will be the primary experience, and the study of vTri ting, 
speaking, and general reading skills becomes incidental to 
this aim. 
3 
Although most of the study is based upon library 
research, the initial idea had its roots in classroom 
experience. The series, as a whole, has not been formally 
tested, but some of the materials have been used in a 
classroom situation and subsequently revised. The successful 
use of paintings as a means for illustrating visually elements 
in poetry, such as emphasis, tone and unity, suggested the 
potential for a more extensive correla ti on of the two art 
forms. Furthermore, this experience has supported the idea 
that students are more interested in literature when it is 
related to their own lives and to the world around them. 
The series has been designed, therefore, to involve the 
learner as directly as possible. 
Justification.-- Twenty-:·ive years aco a com1ittee oT 
the l:ational Council of Teachers of English reported that 
the average student goes throu[jh school v-;i th a 11 scattered11 
and "lo:r:isided" viev-r of life because of his inability to 
relate his various courses of' study to one another and to 
himself. 1 · Consequently, the committee set out to devise a 
l"Jeans by ··vrhich the school curriculum, and the language arts 
in particular, could be integrated into Datterns nore meaning-
ful to students than isolated subJects. The ultinate :?Urpose 
was to establish a curriculum that would enable students to 
see their studies as related parts of a greater whole. 
This same lack of ability to integrate learning con-
tinues, particularly in the study of literature, lvhere the 
immediate values are not readily discernible to many. 
Students asl~, 11 'iihat do vie have to study this for? '•ihat's it 
going to do for me?" The teacher of literature can hel;; 
answer these questions by clarifying students' understanding 
of the significance of literature in their Ol·m lives. The 
1:Tri ter believes that one v:ray to accom·olish this soal ::1ay be 
to correlate literature vlith the other fine arts. 
On vlhat basis may such correlation be made? A funda-
mental question here is, "'Jhat is art?" 'rhe word art 
itself denotes a process of· doing or makinc. One me.y SDeak 
of the art of teaching, the art of cooking, the 2.rt of 
sellin5. Each is a creative activity, and insofar as it is 
1 Ruth Hary 'deeks, Chairman, Curriculum Coffi:r.lission of the 
National Council of Teachers of English, !::. Correlated Curricului'll, 
New York: D. Appleton-Century, 1936, p. 1. 
well done, it may be called art. 
Irwin Edman speaks of art in a broad sense. 
Hherever materials are given form, '~;The rever move-
ment has direction, Hherever life has, as it 
were, line and com~Josi tion, there vre have intelli-
gence and there we have that transformation of' a 
given cha~s into a desired and desirable order we 
call Art. 
This control of materials by intelligence is clear and 
5 
comnlete in what is called the fine arts, so that one turns 
to these as examples for art in general.3 
Melvin Rader defines fine art as "the sldllful use of 
instruments and materials to produce value-expressive objects." 4 
A work of art begins 1vi th the expression of values. It is 
not merely servile imitation of life, but rather the exDres-
sion of an individual artist's unique response to life. If 
two, or ten, artists vrere placed before the same model, each 
one's unique perception and conce-otion 'I'Tould result in as 
many different expressions. 
As each artist gives form to his expressive values, he 
is creating a nevr set of values--the formal values. Each 
2Ir"''rin Edman, Arts and the Han: A. Short Introduction to 





Rader, ed. A Modern Book of Esthetics, 2nd ed., 
Henry Holt-;- 1952), p. xxi. 
word and line that the poet vrri tes, each color and shape 
that the painter applies has an intrinsic 1vorth of its ovm. 
Thus, the pattern of a Shakespearean sonnet, the rhythmic 
srrirls of a van Gogh landscape, the symmetry of a Greek 
play are all significant not only as ends but as the means 
through vvhich a subject is represented. In abstract art the 
values of form take precedence over values of representation. 
Such objects [i.e., the value-expressive objects] as 
the embodiments of appreciative attitudes, are in-
trinsically interesting to perceive, quite apart 
from any ulterior use to which they are put. As in 
the case•of works of architecture, they may also be 
very useful, but what makes them 1vorks of fipe art 
is that they are designed to be appreciated.~ 
Although traditionally the fine arts have included 
painting, sculpture, music, and architecture, modern usage 
includes the dance, and of more sig..11.ificance here, literature. 
The fine arts--music, poetry,6 desie;n, 9ainting, 
sculpture, the dance, and architecture--all express 
a similar attitude toward life and em9loy a similar 
method of mastering experience. The scientist 
analyzes and explains; the artist contemplates and 
enjoys. The scientist takes apart; the artist puts 
together. The scientist masters life by a formula; 
the artist masters life by representation. Science 
moves toward abstractions; art moves tovvard the 
specific. Science evolves the lavr from the instances; 
5Rader, p. xxi. 
6Later references to literature as a fine art indicate 
that the word "poetry" is used here to include all forms 
of literature. 
art embodies the law in the exa:r.nle. Science 
defines; art illustrates. Science kno1tls; art 
loves.7 
Basic to all the arts is "this attitude of contem··)lative 
enjoyment, this delight in the concrete and particular, 
and this effort to master experience by creative expression." 8 
To these may be added princi-ples of expression ancl form fun-
damental to all the arts.9 
The writer believes that the correlation of literature 
ivi th one or more fine arts may achieve several ir:r:Jortant 
goals. First, the concepts in one art may be reinforced 
through parallel expression in another. The repetition of 
aesthetic values can provide o:)portuni ty for the devel01)-
ment of aesthetic appreciation which comes mainly i·ri th time 
and extensive experience. Second, the correlation of lit-
erature i'li th its sister arts provides students who are 
follol'ling the current trend tm-vard specialization, eSl)ecially 
in scientific studies, vri th some cultural and aesthetic back-
ground. Otherwise, many students may receive little ex,)erience 
in the fine arts. Third, the demand for nleasurable and 
profitable activities to fill the increasinc leisure time 
enjoyed by all social classes has brought to the foreground 
7\leeks, p. 156. 
0 
uVieeks, p. 156. 
9vieeks, p. 156. 
the need for aesthetic experience and ap~Jreciation. An 
integrated a,proach to the arts may provide one means for 
showing the relevance of aesthetic values to life.10 
To avoid the weakness of being too broad and general, 
8 
tlus study is limited to the correlation of literature with 
one other representative art, painting. The advantages of 
this correlation are two fold: 1) because there are 
parallels in the t1·ro art forms, ~'Jaintins, as a visual 
medium, may serve as a means for illustratinG visually 
those elements and concepts also found in literature; 
2) as such, however, it is not simply an incidental tool. 
Ii'or, vrhile painting may help to eX1Jlain or :illustrate 
princi~Jles found in literature, it is, <:;t the sarJe ti:me, a 
rewardinc; and enrichine_s study as a form of art itself. 
Definition of terms.-- This s tudv uses tl.1e terms 
- - v 
correlation, .. Jusion, and i}"Itegrat.ion, all of ':rhich a-pply 
to the atterJpts to bring tosetner related • • .L 1 1 sub ;;ec ... s. 
is defined by Carter Good as 
10 
• • . brinc;ing tosether the eleGents o:C tvro or 
more different subject-rna tter fields t1l.o. t bear 
on the se.me large problem or area of l11L:J.c:m 
ex~Jerience in such a 1-ray that eacil ele:Jent is 
rein::.orced, broadened, and made richer throuch 
Vieeks, p. 130 
11
weeks, p. 5. 
its associations with ~he elements from the 
other subject fields. 1 
Fusion and inteSFation refer more specifically to the 
de3ree an~ method of correlation. 
Fusion desisna tes the combination of t\vo subjects 
usually under the same instructor or inst~uctors; 
supposedly tbe partners are equal, but usually 
one dominates and uses the other. One of the most 
common fusions is the blending of literature and 
history, the history, which has the more definite 
outline, usually dominating. Fusion may extend to 
the combination of a whole group of subjects, for 
example, literature, music, dancing, architecture, 
plastic arts, and graphic arts. Such courses are 
organized by common principles, co~mon themes, 93 
other common elements of the subjects included. 
Intee;ration is 
the process or practice of combining different 
school subjects and presenting them as aspects 
of one unifying project or activity, for example, 
inclUding the teaching of geosraphy, history, art, 
Englisr4 and arithmetic in a study of the Panama Canal. 
The series of experiences contained in the study is a 
fusion of literature and painting. Hot'iever, the revie,;.; of 
research also examines correlated and integrated :programs. 
12
carter V. Good, ed. Dictionary of Education (Nelv York: 
~cGraw-Hill, 1959), pp. 134-135. 
1 \r. '1'Jilbur Hatfield, Chairman, CurriculUIJ Commission of 
the National Council of Teachers of English, An E.xuerlence 
Curriculum in English (New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 
1935), p. 10:" ·-




REVIEt/ OF RESEARCH 
Research indicates that at the upper and 101.ver ends of 
the educational ladder, the integration of subjects takes 
place on a large scale. Many colleges have eliminated such 
courses as Freshman English or Fresh~an History and have 
substituted in their :9lace a much w·ider, more co!lnrehensi ve 
course often called "Hurnani ties.'' Lucia Eirrielees reports 
on such ;;:t course carried on at the University of Chicago. 
There they are asked to consider certain aspects 
of man's history: events vrhich have occurred; 
ideas that have dominated men's minds; and literature, 
sculrJture, painting, music which thro1·r lir::·ht u:Jon 
man's spiritual and intellectual life. In some of 
the universities where such a course is offered, the 
students are free to attend lectures or to remain 
av1ay. They may read as widely or as narrovlly as 
they choose. :Jhen ready, they a ttein'Jt a com~Jrehen­
sive examination upon this panorama of uan's artis- 15 tic, social, and political ideas and accomplistments. 
Such a course allows students to progress at their own rates 
and to intesrate their learnings. 
On the other end of the ladder in lrinderc;arten and 
primary grades, integration ha's long been established. 
1 r-
:JLucia B. f'Iirrielees, Tea chin .. Com-:Josi tion and Literature 
in Junior and Senior HiGh School Neiv Yorl:::: Harcourt, Brace, 
1952, p. 5~.-
The teachers in these early years center their 
attention upon the child, not U}Jon the specific 
deuartmentalized information that each child 
must obtain. The pupil tells stories (English) 
about his number rtorl{: (mathematics) and illus-
trates l'lith a picture or cutting that he has made 
(art). Part of his tale he acts or pantomimes 
(dramatics). Or he brings a polliwog to class 
and displays it (biolo~y) as a prologue to the 
"Polliwog Song" (music) in \ihich the class joins. 
Vlhether or not these kindergarten teachers have 
an archeologist's attitude of mind is open to 
question, but you -vrill note that their puuils 
vtork \'lith thoroughly fused material \vhich both 
teacher and uu:Jil use quite innocent of deDart-
rnent boundaries. 1 6 · 
4',1 
.L·. 
Hany objectives have motivated the integrated approach 
to learning. This cha·0ter is devoted first, to a discussion 
of the objectives in art education, in the teachinG of lit-
erature, and in creatine a course to meet the needs and 
interests of students. The second half of the chauter evalu-
ates in light of the preceding objectives several approaches 
to the correlation of two or more art forms. 
1. Objectives to Consider in Organi~ing a 
Correlation between Literature and Paintine: 
Art education.-- Art education may refer to the teach-
ing of art or the teaching of the fine arts. The former 
emphasizes the creative process in art, for example, the 
actual activity of painting or of \vri ting. The latter is con-
cerned with understanding and appreciatinc an art object, 
16Iv1irrielees, p. 6. 
t2 
that is, a finished painting or poem. 
Herbert Read, a contemporary art critic and philoso-
pher, and Viktor Lowenfeld, an art educator, have both written 
extensively on a theory of education that would take its roots 
in the creative activity. Herbert Read identifies the aims of 
education with the creation of artists--"of :oeo:9le efficient 
in the various modes of expression. 111 7 
Education may ••• be defined as the cultivation 
of modes of expression--it is teaching children 
and adults how to make sounds, images, movements, 
tools, and utensils. A man who can make such 
things \vell is a well educated. man. If he can 
make good sounds, he is a good speaker, a good 
musician, a good poet; if he can make e;ood 
images, he is a e;ood painter or sculptor; if 
e;ood movements, a e;ood dancer or labourer; if 
good tools or utensils, a good craftsman. All 
faculties, of thought, logic, memory, sensibility 
and intellect, are involved in such processes, and 
no aspect of education is excluded in such :?ro-
cesses. And they are all processes ivhich involve 
art, for nrt is notrl8g but the good making of 
sounds, images, etc. 
Read believes that the aims of an aesthetic method 
of education should be 
••• to give the child the necessary confidence 
and skill to develo1J a new but quite natural 
medium of expression (and] to encourage the child 
to reveal its personality, its innate character-
istics.19 
17Herbert Read, Education through il.rt (London: Faber and 
Faber, 1954), p. 11. 
18Read, p. 11. 
1 9Herbert Read, The Grass Roots of Art (New York: George 
\iittenborn, 1955), pp. 105-106. 
Lowenfeld expresses similar objectives in Creative and 
It is the aim of art education to use the creative 
process to make people more creative regardless of 
\'l'here this creativeness vrill be an•Jlied. If 
Johnny gro;,vs up and through his aesthetic experi-
ence l:las ·oecome a more creative uerson 1.vho 1vill 
apply it to his living and to his profession, one 
of the main aims of art education \·rill have been 
fulfilled.20 
Like Read, Lowenfeld also sees in art education the potential 
for t!le child's intellectual, emotional, and perceptual 
gro11th. 
His thought process, the ability to think for 
himself and concentrate on sometnins, becomes 
stimulated. This initial intellectual proce~y· 
is an important ~art in creative activities. 
At first the student ivill include only those things 
vlhich he knows and i'lhich are important to him, but because 
his knovrledge and memory are related to hls :po\ver of obser-
vation, he must become more sensitized to vrba t he observes. 22 
In other vlords, he must learn to be more perce~Jti ve. 
Education requiring the student to organize his thinl\:ing, 
feeling, and perceiving involves the "w"lmle" child. It 
emphasizes his individuality and his ~)otential creative 
20Vil{tor Lovmnfeld, Creative and I•Iental Gro:::rth (l:·ei<T Yorlt: 
Hacmillan, 1952), :9· 5. 
21 Lowenfeld, p. 7. 
22Lov/enfeld, p. 7. 
abilities at the same time that it integrates all the com-
ponents of grovrth. 23 Lovrenfeld further beli ves that 
• • • vli th the i~n~)roved creativeness of an 
individual, his sreater sensitivity tovrard 
experiences, and his increased ability to 
integrate them, the quality o:: his B.esthetic 
Droduct vrill f!rO"i·T.24 
- ~ 
J.4 
Art appreciation, itself, involves n. ldnd of crea ti vi ty. 
To perceive, a beholder nt1st crec.te ilis mrn 
experience. And his crea tionm1.i.S-t--include 
relations comparable to those ivhi ch tJ.1e oric-
ir:.c.l ~roducer undervTent. They c;.re not t"l1e 
sarae in any literal sense. Dut vrith the ')er-
cei ver, as 1Ji t~ tbe artist, there r:ust be an 
ordering o:· the elements of the i'!hole that is 
in forn, althouc;h not in details, the so.cc as 
the ~Jrocess of organization tr..e creator of the 
1·ror:~ consciously experienced. ·,;i tho·-1t 2.~1 act 
of recreation the object is not ~erceived as a 
1·rork of· art.25 
Hunter Head believes that an attempt to "recreate" 
this process involves a great many com!Jlex problems. He 
doubts that an appreciator can reproduce the experience of 
the creator, or if even fellow-artists can duplicate the 
experience exactly. 2 6 He does concede, hovrever, that a 
layman can approximate the artist's highly developed feeling 
2 ~ovrenfeld, p. 7. 
24 Lowenfeld, p. 4. 
25John De•;;ey, Art As Experience (Nei'l York: G. P. Putnam's 
Sons, Capricorn Books, 1953), p. 154. 
26Hunter Mead, An Introduction to Aesthetics (lJevr York: 
Ronald Press, 1952), p. 146. 
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for his meditun; that "it is relatively easy for the layman to 
acquire a sense of formal values comparable to the artist's 11 ;27 
that a layman can "easily hold his ovln \rlith the artist's 
appreciation." 28 This ,:lri ter thinks, consequently, that by 
understanding how a vTOrk of' art comes to be--whether it is a 
poem or a paintin3--one may have greater appreciation for its 
existence and for its unique form and expression. Furthermore, 
by attempting to participate in a creative activity involving 
vlri ting or painting, one may accomplish several goals: one 
may become more perceptive to the vTOrld around him; one may 
exercise or develop memory and imagination; one may become 
more sensitive to the particular medium with 1·rhich he is 
1vorldne;; one may see the need for formal values such as 
unity, balance, and •_)rOl)Ortion; one may find a means for 
expressins his ideas and feelings about vrhat he perceives; 
and one may transfer his understanding of his oim creative 
experience to the "recreation" of a fiEished lWrk of art. 
The nature of the creative process has lone been a 
subject for discussion among philoso~)hers, -qsychologists, 
art critics, and artists themselves. The differences in 
theories are great but some general understanding is 
possible. 
27Head, p. 147. 
28Head, p. 149. 
One of the most fundamental questions concerning 
creativity is, 11 '1ihy does the artist create?" Etienne Gilson 
finds one answer in the artist's awareness of the basic 
differences between natural beauty and artistic beauty. 
At the origin of the art of painting there is a 
vague feeling, that admirable and even unequaled 
in its works as it is, nature does not provide 
man \vi th all the ob ,jects of apDrehension he \vould 
lilce to :;ercei ve. The primary function of art is 
to provide man with such objects as nature itself 
does not provide, because their only aim and pur-
pose is to be beautiful. This imDlies no dis-
sa tis faction '''i th nature g,ua ~ t~~u;.E?; it only 
implies the fee line; that there is a vrhole order of 
beings vrhose production is the responsibility of man 
himself', or, at least, of man as an artist. 
Artists could almost be defined as the special 
class of persons vrho do not find in nature a certain 
class of objects that ought to be there--namely, 
objects whose existence, essence, and structure 
are exclusively justifiable by the pleasure found 
in apprehending them. PaintinGs are not simply 
objects the.t have been produced by aratists in such 
a ivay that their sight pleases the eyes. This is 
the cause of their existence. Because they do not 
find in nature objects vThose exclusive raison d' ~tre 
is the aesthetic pleasure derived from their percep:--
tion, artists set out to produce such objects. 
'J:here are no such things in the Dhvsical i'lOrld; so 29 - v let us make them. 
An artist does more than create ·nei'T objects, for be 
has a tremendous desire to express himself. He tells i'Tha t 
he thinks and feels about these objects he creates. Before 
he can create and express himself, hovrever, he must first 
seelc an "inspiration." Delacroix found sources for his 
lS 
29Etienne Gilson, Painting and Reality, Bollingen :3eries 
XXXV, A. \v. Mellon Lectures in the Fine Arts, Vol. 4 (Neiv York: 
Pantheon Books, 1957), p. 182. 
paintincs in literature; Shakespeare, in other ~lays, 
van Gogh, in the fields of Arles; Robert Frost, in the 
-1 '"""1 
_( 
memory of ~is days in Vermont. Cezanne found in every object 
"a source of unexpected images, vrhich captured in ecstacy, 
provide the poetic imagination of the spectator 'l'li th an 
unprecedented springboard. u30 
I~nediate nerce~tion of obiects need not be the only 
- - c._, t,.. 
springboard for the artistic imagination. Ideas, stories, 
mytholosy, the Testaments may also suggest forrn.s to the 
creative iraagination. The artist does not atte1~1pt to represent 
literally these f'orms he perceives. The real startiag :;:>oiut is 
the creative image invoked in his mind by the literary des-
cription of such scenes, i.e., mytholosy, history, religion, 
etc., or by his f'ai th in such religious events. 31 
Perception, ho-uever, is a basic mental "(lrocess involved 
not only in art. It is fundamental to knowledge itself, 
knovrledge that is both intellectual and intuitive. :Per-
ception is seeing with all the senses. It includes the 
~JO\'ler to observe the a~o~Jearance of objects through the senses 
of sie;ht, taste, smell, touch, and sound. It is ;nore than 
accurate observation, hm1ever. It also includes seeins 
vri tr.cin and see inc ~.hrouch an object. ~:erception cormotes the 
30 . -G~lSOLl, p. 139. 
31 Gilson, }J. 
t8 
addition of feeling and thought to the object so that the 
observer comes to some l;ersonal conclusions about it. In 
other words, he sees 1vith understandinfi:. 
Perception is by no means restricted to the creative 
artist. It is quality and/or quantity of ~)erception that 
first distinguishes the artist from An artist 
very consciously observes, that is, sees in detail, the vrorld 
about him. Ee is highly sensitive to the form of thinc;s as 
well as to the materials with which he expresses himself. 
All may perceive the rhythmic breaking of waves, or the 
brilliant reflection of the sun U~'Jon the -vmter, but the 
origin of the creative process is not in the sensation itself. 
Rather, it is in "the response of the i:nae;ination to the 
stimuli of sense perception."32 
The artist perceives creatively. At the same time that 
he sees with all his senses, he has a desire to translate his 
feelinss about his perception into 1vords or colors. The 
artist must be motivated to express llha.t he feels or there 
is no crea ti 'V'i ty. 33 His imae:ina tion, furthermore, allovrs him 
to constantly create new situations out of given situations. 
His imac;inative faculty comes from his gift of memory, 
ivhich Herbert Read d'efines as "the faculty vrhich enables us 
32Gilson, p. 139. 
33Gilson, p. 152. 
to revive the awareness of :Jrevious perceptions.'' 34 
Stephen Spender regards memory as· "the natural gift of 
genius." 
The poet, above all else, is a :?erson vrho 
never forgets certain sense-impressions ivhich 
he has experienced and which he can re-live 
again and again as though with all their 
original freshness. 
All poets have this highly developed sensi-
tive apparatus of memo~y, and they are usually 
aware of experiences vrhich happened to them at 
the earliest age and vthich ret~in their :?ristine 
significance throughout life.3~ 
It is conceivable that a layman might be highly 
perceptive and imaginative and still not be an artist. To 
be q.n artist one must be highly sensitive to a <Jarticular 
mediu..o and highly skillful in his manipulation of it. He 
may never reach that point at which an artist can begin to 
give form to an idea or feeling. 
The starting point of the painter, that is, '.'lha t he 
first has in mind, is a "fluid image," a "germ" rather than 
an accurate model of the thing to be. Of painters who have 
attempted to analyze their ol.m activity Gilson says, 
Very fmv have failed to place at its oric_:Jn, so 
to speak as its seed or germ, a confused feeling 
34Read, Education through Art, p. 37. 
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35stephen Spender, "The Naking of a Poem," in The Creative 
Process, ed. BrevJ"ster Ghiselin (New York: The Nevr American 
Library, T<entor Books, 1955), p. 120. 
of some painting to be done. They do not agree 
on its name, or alivays on its descriDtion, b-_lt 
this is not surprising, because what they have 
in mind is in itself something fluid, still 
indeterminate, and more akin to becoming than 
to true being.36 
He goes on to say that 
• • • unless he is a mere copyist of himself 
or of others, in which case no problem of 
creation arises, a painter ca~~ot distinctly 
know iJhat he is doing until his -vmrk has been 
com}Jleted. 37 
This does not mean that the process is unconscious or that 
the intellect is not necessary to the creation o~ a 'i'lork. 
The knmvledge that an artist has of' his future vrork differs 
f'rom the determinate knowledge we have of' a given object. 
Rather, knm·tledge accompanies the progression 
of the i'TOrk of art, throwing a feeble light on 
the path ahead of the painter and offering him 38 
nossible answers to many problems he has to solve. ~ 
The preceding discussion indicates that it "li-muld be 
unreasonable to believe that every student has the poten-
tial of' becominG an accomplished artist. Every student can, 
nonetheless, become more perceptive, more imaGinative, and 
more skillful in expressing himself in a mediUt11 of art. He 
can also learn that the ability to "see" and "feel" nore 
36Gilson, p. 137. 
37 Gilson, p. 149. 
38Gilson, p. 150. 
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like an artist may open for him the doors of art appreciation. 
The major objective is to get him inside the world of art 
where he can participate actively, either creating or 
"recreatins," rather than outside \vhere he is a passive, if 
not an indifferent, spectator. 
Th~ ~eaching of literature.-- The teaching of lit-
erature plays an important role in the language arts program. 
The National Council of Teachers of Enc;lish states that 
••• literature, as the imaginative inter-
pretation of human experience, has a sicnificant 
~lace in the curriculum and should not be 30 
neglected in favor of more informative reading • .7 
Throush literature students may explore a \veal th of :.de as 
and feelings that might be otherwise closed to t:nem. 
Throush reading, they have access not only to 
the resources of encyclopediC. l:novrledge, but also 
to the spiritual experiences of their ovm and 
other peoples, which offer to each student cul-
tural resources that can give purpose and meaning 
to life. If the literature is vri sely chosen and 
intelligently presented, you.."lg ~Jeo:;Jle can develon 
through the richness of aesthetic ex~eriences 
increasingly mature senC\itivity to beauty, a 
symTJathy with noble aspirations, and an avrareness 
of the heights as 1vell a~ the denths of \•Thich their 
human nature is capable. 0 
The develoDment of both literary anureciation and 
39national Council of Teachers of EncJ.ish, Commission on 
the English Curriculmn, The English Lanc;uage Arts, XC'rE 
Curriculum Series, Vol. I. (New Yorl':: Appleto:.1.-Century-
Crofts, 1952), p. 395. 
40
uational Council, :p. 9. 
intelligent evaluation of materials for reading are two funda-
mental responsibi.lities of the teacher of literature. 41 Many 
different methods of organizing reading are l)Ossible, for 
example, by historic surveys, literary ty~)es, or themes. 
·~vhat is essential in any approach is an emDhasis on aesthetic 
values and standards of appreciation_.i 
Literature is for delight, for-refreshment of 
spirit. In any age like the present, v1hen relief 
from tension and joy in beauty are a constant need, 
the teaching of literature cannot afford to ignore 
this most important function. There is nothing the 
program in literature can do for young readers more 
richly rewarding than to assist them to esca~e into 
realms of fantasy and adventure, to delight in the 
musical cadences of well written nrose or in the 
more marked rhythms of verse, and~ to respond ~c·ri th 
pleasure to beauty of imagery or beauty of charac-
ter. It matters not \'lhether the ex1)erience is 
quieting as it is to "walk in the snovl1' on "Vel vet 
Shoes" 1·li th Elinor Wylie or to "scrunch" through 
the autumn leaves \'lith Roger after the fox, or 
whether it is exciting as one follovm breathlessly 
the fights between Rikki-tikki-tavi and the cobra 
in The Jungle ~· From such experiences, children 
learn, \'lhen led by an enthusiastic teacher, the 
privilege of escape into a different world through 
literature, and at the same time, sense th~2power of words to hold the reader in their grip. 
Mature literary appreciation uresu~:rposes skills 
essential in reading the various types of literature--drama, 
poetry, novel. 
41 National Council, p. 405. 
42national Council, pp. 389-390. 
In general, these skills involve specific 
application to literature of the basic silent 
reading skills with the additional consideration 
of dif£iculties posed by the different literary 
types. 3 
Fiction requires of the student the ability to 
evaluate the truth or falsity of the ~~thor's presentation 
of human experience. The student must also learn to discover 
theme and relate details to it as vrell as.to understand the 
types of structure in a plot. 
Poetry produces an emotional impact upon its readers 
through language. To reproduce the effects of poetry, students 
need experience with words and the accompanying effects of 
rhythm, rhyme, word. color, and imagery. Fundamental to all 
reading skills, and im:9ortant in the reading of poetry, is 
some understanding and appreciation for semantics: 
••• the multiple meanings of words, the effect 
of time and place and of one's own background 
upon the concepts one attaches to words, the 
difficu~ty of abstractions and of figurative 
language, and finally, the e~~tional power of 
words in influencing people. 
Drama, lilr.e poetry, requires of the reader the ability 
to create mental picture. To do this his powers of perception 
and imagination must be stimulated or developed. The reader 
43National Counci::t. of Teachers of English, Commission on the 
English Curriculum, ~ English Language Arts, NOTE Curriculum 
Series, Vol. III (New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1956), ~179. 
4~ational Council, Vol. I, pp. 75-76. 
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must be able to form estimates of characters throurh indirect 
clues and to imagine how the action would take nlace on the 
stase. 
In reading all literary ty~)es, students must learn to 
discover the mood (or attitude) and the lJU1"'9ose oi the all_thor. 
They must then learn to evalnate the work in terms of the 
success of the author in establishinc; his mood and achieving 
4-
his purlJOse. 5 
The student and art annreciation.-- "Learning is 
essentially a process of integration \·Thereby the ind.i vidual 
h/ builds :t?-e,;.r experiences into his present understand.in[zs." ·0 
This princi~le is most vital to the teachinG of art appreci-
a tion. Unless the art teacher begins vri th ivha t the student 
already knmvs, and unless he :::'inds a means of rela tine: new 
sub,iect 2'D.atter to tbe student's present needs and interests, 
success in developing aesthetic anpreciation may be mea~er. 
Continuity exists between aesthetic exoerience and the 
normal 'Jrocess of living. ·~vhen one delichts in the brilliance 
of a sunset, when one selects a car because of its lines and 
color, when one decorates his home, he is involved. in an 
aesthetic experience. This writer observes, ho1-rever, that 
45National Council, Vol. I, p. 401. 
46Ernest Ziegfeld, Art in the Col:_lee;e Pror:ram of~ General 
Education (lJevr York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, 
ColQmbia Jniversity, 1953), ~. 189. 
peo,Jle, ·)articularly students, are often '-mavmre of t:Jis 
experience. 
Dmvey speaks of this lack of mvareness in Art As 
Experience: 
So extensive and subtly ·qervasi ve are the ideas 
that set Art upon a reLJote pedestal, that ;·nany 
a person would be revelled rather than .,.)leased 
if told that he enjoyed his cas·.lal recreatio:1s, 
in ~'Jart at least, because of their est:hetic 
auality.47 
. " 
That art is on a pedestal is indication that we have not 
been successful in integrating esthetic values Vli th our 
eve~;day experiences. 
To the average student art is very difficult to com-
prebend. It appears to this writer, hovTever, that the rna jor 
problem is not in teaching understanding, but rather in 
removing an incsrovr.n prejudice against art as something only 
for sissies. This prejudice is the 1)arent' s prejudice, and 
even the society's prejudice. Art has become a symbol of the 
socially and culturally elite rather than a necessary element 
in the common man's day-to-day li vine;. The ref' ore, even i·Then 
a student learns to understand a painting or a poem, he does 
not necessarily appreciate l'lhat he has learned. 
Art appreciation cannot actually be taught. 'de can 
~(" ·~(} 
only provide the environment in which it may be nurtured. If 
teachers can begin with aesthetic experiences that the student 
can comprehend, that are pertinent to him and are involved 
directly in his own life, then they ;nay have more s·u.ccess in 
answering his questions: ""ilhat has poetry go to do 1-ri th me? 
-~iha. t' s it going to do for me?" 
2. I·Ieans of Correlating Literature 
with Other Art Fbrms 
Research seems to indicate that the correla ti'on of 
literature with another art form has been limited in the 
secondary schools. Integration of subjects occurs more 
frequently at the elementary school level and in the general 
college. Therefore, it is necessary to go beyond professional 
literature dealing i'li th high school curricula to gain a broad 
view of the possibilities of such a correlation. 
Six bases upon which a correlation :.nay be made are dis-
cussed and evaluated in terms of their application to the 
ninth grade: 
1. historic surveys 
2. historic periods 
3. topical, or thematic, units 
4. principles of form 
5. media 
6. expressive elements 
1 • Historic Surveys 
In reviewing research, the writer finds that one of 
the most COIT1'11on bases for the correlation of t1vo or more arts 
is the study of the historic development of art. Such a study 
may be limited to one nation, such as a survey of Jlmerican or 
of English literature and painting, or it may cover the devel-
opment of Occidental and/or Oriental art. Generally the out-
standing vrorks of each major period are studied and compared. 
Emphasis is "!;)laced on art as a mirror of the history of 
man: his philosophies, religions, politics, economics, and 
societies. The historic survey focuses on the im:Jortance of 
each culture in the sequence of time. It reveals the influ-
ence of one culture on another and the effect of each culture 
on its own art. 
Blanche Brown reports on a series of educational 
h.P. 
exhibits at the Metropolitan Iv1useum of Art •. u Each exhibit, 
consisting of paintings and literary vTOrks, was centered on 
one major period in history in order to teach an integrated 
understanding of the history of man. Another objective of the 
exhibit \vas the appreciation of the intrinsic values of the 
works of art themselves. The means of attaining these goals 
48Blanche R. Bro'tfm, 11 Correlation of Literature \'ri th the Fine 
Arts," English Journal, XXJClX.(O.ctober 1950.) ,4 35-441. 
were comparisons that emphasized the unifying spirit of each 
period and contrasts that emphasized the unique expressiveness 
of each art form and each art object. 
One exhibit, entitled "Comparisons in American Art and 
Literature," included among many examules a portrait by John 
Singleton Copley and axioms from ?oor Richard's Almanac 
accompanied by explanations to illustrate the practical out-
look dominant in the Colonial Period. Another exhibit 
concentrated on "New Romanticism," including such illustrative 
works as The Black Horse by John Atherton and "The 1iiaste Land11 
by T. s. Eliot. Brown reports that the exhibits stimulated 
much interest among viewers. 
The history of art helps students to be more aware of 
the past and to have greater perspective on the present. 
However, the National Council of Teachers of English finds 
a gradual trend away from such organization in the study of 
literature in favor of a trend toward concentration on the 
art for itself. 
For many years, especially in the Niddle \'fest, 
courses in the history of literature--American, 
English, or Vlorld--bave been common in hie:,h school 
programs. The gradual trend away from them has 
been accelerated in recent years by renewed empha-
sis upon reading literature itself rather than learn-
ing facts about it. Stress upon the point of contact 
between writer and reader has tended to discredit 
courses which begin in the early centuries and come 
only the last months of the year to the period which 
young people knovl best and to 1-vhich they must adjust. 
This does not mean that old literature is to be set 
aside for new or that the importance of perspective 
2 Q ~ 
is to be forgotten. It means, rather, that 
literature is to be related directly to human 
experience, to aesthetic enjoyment, and to the 
needs of young people.49 
Furthermore, such an approach assumes understanding and 
appreciation of the art forl:J itself. 
2. Historic Periods 
Closely related to the historic survey is the study of 
one historic period. The difference betvreen the two approaches 
is that the historic survey includes all of the major ueriods 
whereas the latter focuses on only one. The ~eriods most 
commonly studied are the Classical, Gothic, Renaissance, 
Romantic, Victorian, and Modern. 
As in the historic survey the student he.s the ODDOr-
tuni ty to see the arts in relation to their l)arti cular cultural 
backgrmm.d. Obviously, under this ple.n the focus allo1vs for a 
deeper and more comprehensive view of' tbe arts. There is 
greater time to study the effect of the climate of the period 
on the expressiveness of the individual artist. Comparisons 
of the various art forms as expressions oi a culture's ideas 
and values may serve to clarify the student's understandinG 
of the relationship of contemporary art to his ovm culture. 
49National Council, Vol. III, p. 145. 
" 
HcGilli"l and Howerton, editors of Literature as a Fine 
Art, say of the study of a period of art, 
A correlation of the fine arts in any period must 
take into account the prevailing aesthetic philo-
SOl)hy of that period, f'Jr the great differences in 
their media tend to obscure the interrelationshius 
among them. For exam1)le, the most obvious corre:i-
a ti ve for the period immediately follovTing the 
Middle Ages 5~ould seem to be its essential Classicism. 
This philoso:ohy may be traced in such vmrks as Spenser's 
"Four Hymns" and Titian's Sacred and Profane Love. Each 
-- ----·- .. _ .. -.... 
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artist expresses the classical idealization of both l)hysical 
and spiritual love and beauty as well as follows the prin-
ciples of regularity and formality characteristic of the 
Renaissance style. 
The problems i1lherent in this approach are sinilar to 
those in the historic survey. Emphasis r:1ay easily be placed 
on the cultural ideas reflected in the art rather than on the 
arts and their aesthetic value. Here exuosure to the world's 
masterpieces does not insure appreciation. 
3. Touical, ££ Thematic, Units 
1£he correlation of tvTo or more arts may be based on 
the expression of similar topics or themes in different media. 
The wide range of subjects makes this correlation flexible. 
~a 
:J Donald J. HcGinn and George Howerton, ed. Literature as a 
Fine Art (Evanston, Illinois: Rov1, Peterson, 1959)", 1). 4.--
3t 
Centers of interest and illustrative vrorks of art may be 
chosen to appeal to students' interests and abilities. Often 
the theme selected is related to problems in human experience. 
!~ Correlated Curriculum includes a reuort on a topic-
centered unit used in the San Antonio .Jt.mior-high school 
curriculum.51 The objective of the unit is to give to students 
in the sixth and seventh grades 
••• a favorable attitude tQi·rard the arts and some 
background of esthetic experience by two appreciation 
courses correla. ting painting, music, and <)oetry on 
the basis of supposedly common moods and themes.52 
In the first year the teacher reads literary selections, dis-
plays pictures, and plays music without telling the mood or 
theme of the group of selections. The class then discusses 
all the related selections. The pur:pose of the 5roupings is 
to enable students to grasp the mood or theme common to all 
of the "~.-Torl{s. One of the lessons used is centered around the 
theme, "Peace," Works included are Bonheur' s ~Jainting, 
Bri ttan;y: .Shee.Q, and Inness's After a Shovrer; songs such as 
"The Volga Boatman" and "Now the Day Is Over"; and literary 
selections such as "Prayer for a. Little House" and the 
"Twenty-third Psalm." 
51weeks, pp. 159-163 
52weeks, p. 159 
In the second year the emotional a~peal of the arts is 
stressed. Students are expected to give their subjective 
reactions to works of art. They attemnt to match the mood 
conveyed by a poem with a similar mood ex:)ressed in a sone and 
in a painting. The second half of the year is devoted to 
drama tizine; moods and feelings derived from the wo·rks they have 
studied. For exam1)le, students attempt to convey their uersonal 
feelings about a poem through their dramatic reading of it. 
Patricia Scott presents a thematic unit for an advanced 
twelfth-grade English class .53 The unit, entitled "Picture of 
I'ian," is concerned vri th the meaning of human existence as it 
is expressed in the various arts. It is divided into four 
sub-units, each of i·Jhich examines a different answer to man's 
question concerning his role in the control of his own des-
tiny. 
1. The Iv1an of Fate (Sub-unit One) 
Ivlan as a die;,nified, noble being at the mercy 
of an unkind or indifferent f'a te. [Oedi nus the 
Kine is the central work studied and correlation 
is made with Greek art with reference to modern-
day thinldng:] 
2. The Spiritual Emphasis (Sub-unit T\·To) 
Ic:an as a beine; vThose spiri t~ml notential 
should be develo~)ed but whose physical ca:)aci-
. ties should be minimized (l\ios t of the literary 
\vorks studied here are modern, e.£5., T. S. 
Eliot's Preludes and The Hollow Yen, but the 
art is restricted to the Middle Ages .l 
53patricia Elizabeth Scott, The Enrichment of th~ Teaching 
of English throurh Correlation ~ ~ine Arts, Unpubl~shed 
Master's ThesisBoston University, Boston, I,1ass., 19b0). 
3. The IvJ:an s>f Power (Sub-unit Three) 
Nan as a being of tremendous physical, 
mental, and spiritual resources, largely 
responsible for 'b..is own fate (Hacbeth is 
the major literary work studied and much 
reference is made to Renaissance artJ 
4. Qontemporary £,lan (Sub-unit Four) 
Ean as an insignificant victim of tech-
nological, social, and economic forces. 
[This vievr of man is studied in Elmer Rice's 
T,he Adding :Machine. Modern art, particularly 
cubism and expressionsim, support this concept~ 54 
Scott's unit is untested. It does, holTever, illustrate that 
through a theme-centered approach, students may see that all 
artists are concerned with universal nroblems but that each 
one expresses his Oi'Tn point of view in a unique way. 
Sarah Bush, in an elective, senior literature course, 
focuses on the theme of tragedy in literature, crossing both 
historic and art lines.55 Included are a study of the Hebraic 
Tradition in such works as Genesis and I-iichelangelo' s Sistine 
Chapel. l'1:iss Bush finds that the course offers students an 
opportunity to see in literature "some of the best things man 
has felt, thought, and said."56 
A correlation based uuon topics or themes allows 
54Scott, pp. 32-33. 
55sarah £vi. Bush, "A Humanities Course That '.1orks, 11 English 
Journal, XLVIII (April 1959), 208-210.-
56Bush, p. 208. 
students to see that artists are concerned vli th universal 
problems and values that~anscend the lines of art, culture, 
and history. Each of the above examples, however, indicates 
that ideas lmve been stressed at the sacrifice oi other 
intrinsic values. .A.l though the a~o-orecia tion of the art forr..J 
is often included amon5 the objectives, the breadth of mater-
ial in such an organization may leave little tioe to fully 
realize this objective. The National Council of Teachers of 
English, which recommends this type of a,yroach to the study 
of literature, ~rrarns the teacher of the :;::otent..ial danger. 
In S)ite of the possibilities for the develop-
ment of auDreciation i'lhich inhere in the broad 
or to1)ical method of organizing literature, it 
sometimes leads to neclect of literary values. 
Extreme caution should be used lest nursuit of 
the idea and application Of it to the lives of 
the students be overemphasized at the expense 
of the development of literary a -p:_::>recia tion 
and inde::~endence in the intelligent selection 
and judging of rna terials for reccdinc. These 
are fundauental resuonsibilities of the teacher 
of literature.57 -
4. Princip,les pf Form 
A Correlated Curriculum includes amonc its sucgestions 
for rela tins the arts a unit based u-:;on common ;)rinci T)les of 
f 5·-~ Tn'e u.r-orm" of a v1orl: of· art is the sl1a1Je it is given ~orm. · '-- .._ _ 
57National Council, Vol. I, p. 405. 
58weeks, pp. 170-174. 
by its maker. Language is "shaped" into a poem; color, into 
a painting. The "shape" or "form" \vhich the artist gives his 
\vork depends upon his purpose. Shakespeare, for example, 
shaned fourteen lines into three qu~trains and one couplet to 
create a sonnet. He shaped his medium into dialogue and 
organized it into acts and scenes to create a play. Form 
applies not only to the external shape but to the internal 
elements as well. \1i thin the framevmrk of a play there is 
develonment of character, conflict, and theme. '.li thin the 
sonnet there are images, rhyme, and rhythm. 
The study of literary forms--poetry, drama, novel, 
essay, biography--occupies a major role in the literature 
program and· is a rewarding approa.ch to the intrinsic values 
of literature.59 Common to all literary forms and common to 
all art forms, hovTever, are general princi ~Jles or rules vrhi ch 
provide a basis for correlation. 
Art critics and philosophers vary in their opinions 
concerning the general characteristics of form, but most 
agree, at least in part, on the three princi1Jles sue;gested by 
Ernest Ziegfeld: . t J. • t. " ' . 60 un~ y:, renevJ. ~on, ana eEqnas~s. Of these, 
unity is the long-established, master lJrinci -Jle, 1vi th rene_ti tion 
59r,rational Council, Vol. III, p. 141. 
60Ernest Zie5feld, Art in the Collece (£E_cram of_ General 
Education (l'Jevr York: Bureau of Publications, 'reachers College, 
Columbia University, 1953), ·J. 359. 
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and emnhasis subservient to it. 
Every element in a work of art is an integral part of 
the lvhole. There are no superfluous or irrele-vant elements. 
Every word in a poem is related to every other ivord and to 
the complete poem. Every shape and line in a ')ainting is 
necessary to create one single effect or one -ooint of view. 
'di thout these conditions there is no lmi ty. 
Repetition serves unity in that throu:.-h the creation 
of· patterns--lvhether they be color, line, 1-rord, or sound 
1;atterns--order is attained. The simplest repeat is rhythm. 62 
Generally vre think of rhythm in literary terms as 
• • • the sense of movement attributable to the 
:pattern of stressed and unstressed syllables in 
a line of prose or poetry or ~3 the lengths of 
sounds in quantitative verse. 
Hmvever, a someivhat wider application of the -orinci~Jle may 
be based on a definition from Webster'~ Collegia~e Dictionary: 
• • • movements marked by regular recurrence of, 
or regular alternations in, features~ elements, 
phenomena, etc.; hence, periodicity. 4 
61 n ''"tt H Gill '. 
Rader, p. 364. 
Parl{er, ''The Problem of Esthetic Form," 
62Parker, p. 364. 
in 
63Karl Becks on and Arthur Ganz, A Reader's Guide to Literary 
Terms (New Yorl{: Farrar, Straus and Cudahy,--19b'OT, p. 177-178. 
64.iebster' ~ Collegiate Dictionary, 5th ed., ( S~;ringfield, 
Iviass.: G. G: c. I-:erriam, 1945), p. 857. 
37 
Thus, 'lrTe may associate rhythm with not only heavy and li,sht 
accents in speech, but with the rise and fall of movement, 
alternating light and dark, empty and filled suace, recurring 
vrords and lines. '''l'he pattern of accents, once vTe have 
grasped it as a pattern, sets U'!J the unconscious ex:oectation 
C·-
in us that the pattern vrill continue." 0 :J Recularity results 
in order, or unity. 
To avoid possible monotony in the repetition of elements, 
the artist r.1ay include sharp contrasts, gradual 2:.radations, or 
66 
variations of a theme. 
One finds similar eccentric elements in all comnlex 
natterns; but.always vrith a bacl<:sround of em]hatic 
balance. And if it is true that such elements 
disturb syrrL'Tietry1" it is equally true that they serve 
to emphasize it. 0 7 
~·1unch, for example, in his painting, .TI!_~ pr_y, contrasts the 
dominant blues and brovms with a bold area of red and orange 
to give variety to the ,attern and to express a feeling of 
anxiety. 
-.ihen one or more elements in a vlOrl: occupy a ~)OSition 
d . · t th · d t h ,_ ' a · 68 of comman lng lm~Jor ance, ey are sal o ave e,1,qn SlS. 
65 Cleanth Brooks, Jr., and Robert Penn ·,:arren, Ull.de~_s_tandin6 
Poetrl (Nei'l York: Henry Holt, 1938),p.:215. 
66Stephen c. Pepper, Princiules of #-rt ~ppreciation (Hew 
York: Harcourt, Brace, 1949), p. 51. 
67Parker, p. 363. 
68parker, p. 369. 
Emphasis is the means by lvhich an artist can focus on those 
details most important to his conception. Someti~es, however, 
an element may be only relatively dominant to a lesser element. 
This may be true of a landscape or a short lyric noem, in vlhich 
no one element is outstanding and all e~phasis is relative. 69 
A correlation based upon princinles of form has several 
advantages. It is not confined to the arts of any one neriod 
of history or to any particular culture. Nore than this, the 
subject matter need not be restricted to a consideration of 
only the fine arts, for principles of form may be demonstrated 
in everyday objects. For example, the principle of rhythm ~ay 
be illustrated in dancing, swimming, breathing, the nattern of 
:petals on a flower, the posts of a fence, the decorations on a 
Christmas tree. The presence of these principles in objects 
that surround the student makes it possible to anneal to his 
present l{n.Ovlledge and understanding. 
On the other hand, it is necessary to recognize that the 
formal elements alone do not 3ive a total understanding of art. 
Ziegfeld points out that the expressive elements--the ideas 
and feelings that stimulated the artist to create--are neglected 
in such an approach.70 
69 3 Parker, p. 70. 




A fifth basis for the correlation of the arts is their 
media--the rna terials from 1vhich the arts are made. The medi urn 
of literature is \'lords; the medium of painting, color. Each 
art communicates feelings and thouchts through its medium. 
Because objects of art are expressive they are a 
language. R.ather they are many languages. For 
each art has its own medium and that medium is 
especially fitted tor one kind of communication. 
Each medium says something that cannot be uttered 
as well or as completely in any other tongue. 
The needs of daily life have given superior 
practical im;Jortance to one mode of communication, 
that of speech. This fact has unfortunately 
given rise to a popular impression that the 
meanings expressed in architecture, sculpture, 
"'Jainting, and music can be translated into 1vords 
~ith little if any loss.71 
Susanne Langer further emphasizes the impossibility of 
translating fully the emotional and aesthetic impact from one 
work to another. 
Artistic symbols ••• are untranslatable; their 
sense is bound to the uarticular form which it 
[the contentJ has taken. It is al1vays imDlici t, 
and ca~~ot be explicated by any inte~Jretation. 
This is true even of poetry, for thoush the 
material of poetry is verbal, its im-port is not 
the literal assertion made in the words, but 
the '\'lav the assertion is made, and this in-
volvestn:e-sound, the tempo, the aura of associ-
ations of ideas, the wealth or poverty of transient 
imagery that contains them, the sudden arrest of 
fantasy, the susuer..se of literal meaning by a 
71newey, p. 106. 
sustained ambiguity resolved in a lonc,-avmi ted 
key-ivord, and the unifying, all embracing artif'ice 
of rhyth'Il. 72 
Thus, a painting cannot be translated into a poe~, nor can 
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a no em in French be the same poer.J. vlhen it is translated into 
English. 
Recognizing these limitations, it is uossible, never-
theless, to relate the media of poetry and TJe.inting on the 
basis of significant similarities. Insofar as each expresses 
or communicates feeling or thought, it is a 11 language.n73 
Both vmrds and colors have more than one level of' mean-
ing. Jords have definite meanings, meanings that are explicit, 
and therefore, denotative. But '\.vords may also be connotative; 
that is, they may suggest ideas, Ieelinr;s, associations, and 
images along with, or in addition to, the denotative meanings • 
. James Kreuzer er.J.phasizes the importance oi' connotation in 
Because of the very nature of ')oetry, -~x,_rt of the 
·9oet' s job. is to communicate his r:1eaniJ:l(; to the 
reader as lJowerfully, as richly, as vicorously as 
~Jossible. He must make the reader use his brain, 
ex~Jerience emotion, and underso sensations: the 
intellect, the emotions, the senses, even t:C1e 
viscera are lceenly involved in the readinc of a 
I . 
72
susanne Lancer, Phlloso_phy in a ~Je~!. £'-_t?f;~: 
S;ymbolisJ_g of 11-e~J];, Rite, .§_nd Art Tca:brid~:e, 
University Press, 1952), :g;>. 260-=-26'1. 
7 \iebs_t~_r.:' .§. _Co_ll_~f2:a te PJ ctionar;,c, ·9. 564. . 
£: st.:::& in the 
l:e.ss.: Harvard 
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lJOem. How 1r;;.portant, then, are 1rf0rds which not only 
represent meaninc to be gras~Jed by the mind but which 
also evoke emotion and stimulate the senses! Co:nnote,-
tive diction (the use of words rich in connotations) 
is a basic tool in the creation of a poern.; the per-
ce!)ti ve reader, a-vrare always of the denotative !:leaning 
of the poet's lvords (the ex;Jlicit, dictionary meanine;s), 
must also be constantly rece:ptive to their connotations. 
To c,rasp only the de~ota ti ve meaning is to e:raslJ but a 
fraction of a poem.7 
The -vrord ivater illustrates the denotative and co:n:..<1.otative 
meanings of a vlOrd. The dictionary gives as a iJroner defin-
i tion of 1.va ter "the liquid i'lhi ch descends as rai21, c;,nd 1'lhi ch 
forms rivers, lalces, seas, etc. 1175 It clenotes a substance vre 
accept by name. Hovrever, through co.::unon or ·:')ersonal associa-
tions based on experiences and conditioning,water !:lay also 
suggest, or connote, a colorless liquid, 1·retness, a faucet, 
thirst, drovming, floods, thunder, and so on. 
These associations are not ahrays free, for ivords 
standing alone and. those read in a specific coEtext rn.c;,y be 
quite different. The connotation oe.y change as the context 
changes. For example, in "The Eve of St. Agnes," Keats 
describes the beauty of JVIadeline as she :prepares for bed. 
. • • her vespers done, 
Of all its vlreathed pearls her hair she frees; 
Unclas:ps her warmed ~ewels one by one; 
Loosens her fragrant bodice, by desrees 
Her rich attire creeps rustling to her knees; 
Half-hidden, like a mermaid in sea vfeed, 
?ensi ve vrhile she dreams awake • . 
·--74 James R. Kreuzer, Eleraents of Poetrv (Nm·r Yor·l{: I-:Iacrnillan, 
1955)' "!:P· 12-13. ---- ----..!<.. 
75::febs i:,er' ~- Collee;ia te Di ctionar;y, p. 1136. 
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Here we contemplate the lovely heroine, a oermaid hidden by 
the sea-vreed, a glistening adornment to her beauty and to the 
beauty of the image. Compare this no'iv vri th Oliver ;dendell 
Holmes's "The Ballad of the Oysterman, 'l in vlhich he says of 
a drmvned nai den, 
Her hair drooped round her :Jallid cheeks, 
like seaweed on a clam. 
Here the sea-1veed sur;sests the ugly, repulsive, slimy vega-
tation that clings to our legs as vre svrim in the sea. The 
connotation is so un~Jleasant that the conrr•arioon is inaplJro-ori-
ate, causing laughter rather than Dathos. Such e_ cor1notation 
in Keats's stanza vrould have destroyed itc effectiveness. 
The poet, then, nust carefully and consciously co11trol the 
co1motations to c..chieve the true ex2Jression o:- t:is values. 
Color is the r1eans by vrhich a ~Jainter "s1Jeaks." Like 
l'rords, colors can also have several levels of' neaning, the 
sim}Jlest of ivbich is T!lere characterization. Loivenf'eld explains 
this in the following ~Jassage. Of this sirrJlest level of mean-
ing he says: 
Color merely characterizes the ob ,ject: the srass is 
creen, the sky is blue, the barl: o:f a tree is brovrn, 
the foliace is green, and so forth. An artist ".-Tho 
uses color merely to characterize objects must put 
his crea.ti ve emphasis else\vhere because he must be 
concerned i<Ti th other ;:1eans of eX'Jression I'lore than 
with color. Color bas for this artist a subordinate 
meaning. It is a mere descriDtive meaning which 
finds its -oarallel in the earl v staP"es of s-oeech 






The main aim of this descriptive 
in the establishment of a relation-
color and object, or in speech, 
and meaning.r6 
Perhaps the closest parallel in verbal lanc::uage to the des-
cri)ti ve meaninG of color is onomato:)oeia, 1vords vlhich 
describe sounds. 
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Colors also have emotional and symbolic meaninss lvhich 
suggest more than 11ha. t is directly represented. ~<·or example, 
purple may exnress mourning and grief, . 1Jut it is often used 
symbolically as a royal color. YelloiV sue;F_;ests light, but 
symbolically it is associated with co'lttardice and treachery. 
'I'he physical qualities of both words and colors help to 
create emotional effects. ·~lords and colors may appear light 
or heavy,· gay or depressing, fast or slo1-1. ~_,or example, the 
briGht colors in van GOgh's Cypresses tend to convey excite-
ment; the dark, brovmish colors in r~allet' s :.rhe Smv~.£ link 
the fic;ure to his earthly environment and convey a sense of 
strength. 'dords ·with long sounds (oo, ee, ie),as i:::1. Poe's 
"The Raven," produce a heavy, melancholy effect, whereas 
i'lords with short sounds (ah, s, t) tend to express lightness 
and gaiety, as in Hilton1 s "L'.A.llegro."77 This quality in 
words is called "1vord color. n78 
76Lov-renfeld, p. 414. 
77National Council, Vol. III, p. 136. 
73- . Council, Vol. III, 186. · Nat1onal ~~) . 
I;.nagery is another means by i·Thich c.::.1. artist conveys 
ideas and feelings. Many critics confine their use of the 
word to mean fie;urati ve lanc;uage. Iireuzer, hovvever, 1J.ses it 
in its broader sense to include all irna~inLtivelv ner6eived 
'- • '!.· -'• 
sensory experience. Thus, i·Te may include both denotative 
description and bishly netaphorical description. The lJre-
requisi te of imagery is the presence of' sensory a~'J'Jeal. 79 
·lie :b..ave five prinary senses--vis'-.w.l, auditory, gusta-
tory, olfactory, and tactile--throue;r. i'ihich vre e"re able to 
perceive the vrorld around us. Both the 'Joet and the n<odnter 
appeal to these senses. .<U thoue;h lJainting is con:nonly con-
sidered a visual art ~nd poetry, audial, iaagination plays a 
considerable role in allowing the artist to create images 
that appeal to more than just one sense. 
The iraages in paintine; and poetry are not directl~r 
experienced. 'rhe sense. tion is ima;ined. .Al thouch the 
psycholoc,y of imagined sensory ·9erce·?tiol1. is not ~Jrecisely 
determined, it is clear that :Jemory r;lays "'o 9art.Ci 
An artist can make us remember our ~Jast nercentions in order 
that vle me.y "re-experience them imag,ina ti vely in nevr cor:Ibin-
a tions. '181 vie can imagine the smell o:~ the oceo.n because 1/Te 
70 
-"Kreuzer, p. 120. 
oo 
° Kreuzer, 9· 120. 
31Kreuzer, ~J. 121. 
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have smelled the ocean. '.ie may only :·1ear the vrordB o:· Col-
eridse' s "Tbe Rime of the .1ncient Mariner," but He can ina cine 
that vre hear "an ant;el's song,/ That makes the heavens be mute." 
~.re can see the S'tvirls of lig,ht in the sky o:f' van GoF.h' s Starrv 
' ~- ---~,.,.,_ 
lJi_J;5_h~ and imagine the exci te:nent he I~'}_ust b.ave ex-,,erienced as 
he created the pain tine. ·,re can aloost feel o-u.rsel ves envel-
oned in a deep mist as \•le look at 'l'urner' s Rai_I?:, Ste~_g_, .§:-11~. 
Sneed __.,___. 
\iha t Kreuzer says of imagery in )Oetry may vrell be 
applied to the imagery in lJainting: 
A poem • • • ca1n1ot be said to have been read 
until its imagery has been fully 0ra~roed and its 
ftmction in the :poer:1 fully realized. o2 
A study of the media allows a fuller understanding and 
annreciation of the artist's skill in ex<Jressinr: his ideas 
... J.. - ,_. 
and feelings. Students r;my improve their o1m 'Jouers of ex-
pression by being more avrare of the 'Jovrer and beauty in i·rords. 
Obvio·J.sly, overem1Jhasis on the sensuous ai_Jpeal of 1:rords or 
Qolors for their o1m sake will minimize the in:~Jortance of 
their expressive function. The medi 1.:un of a vrorl;;: of art is a 
vi tal intrinsic element. :t"ull ap~Jrecia tion of a -vrorl-:::: of art 
demands understanding of its medium's expressive and formal 
values. 
82 Kreuzer, p. 134. 
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6. Exnressive Elements 
Ern.est Ziegf'eld suggests an approach which begins 1vi th 
the expressive elements of' art. 83 He assumes that there are 
"emotionally significant aspects" common to all forms of art 
expression and that consequently the st1...~dent can best under-
stand these basic concepts by experiencins them in more than 
one art. 
The basic idea of the course • • • -vrould be to 
eX]Jlore the arts as vehicles for expressing the 
emotionally sisnif'icant aspects of' our life and 
our environrnent. This would be achieved by 
first focusing directly on the expressive as~ect 
of the arts and then examininl! in turn the relation-
ship ivhich artistic expression bears to the cultural 
background, to the mediums of the arts, ana to the 
foroal principles of organization; finally, s~Jecific 
attention would be given to the role of the arts in 
our contemporary culture.84 
A Correlated Curriculum suggests a similar approach 
as part of a correlation based on the major principles of 
the arts. 85 The approach, entitled "The Ex:9ressi veness of· 
Art," resembles the theme-centered ore;anization except that 
emphasis here is on moods and feelinc;s--the emotions expressed 
in art--rather them on ideas. For exaErple, all of the fine 
arts are re~Jresented in a section dealinr~ vri th various 
ex:9ressions of Gaiety. Some of the 'Jaintinss used are 
03ziegfeld, p. 182. 
84
ziegfeld, u. 182. 
85Vleeks, rP. 1 65-1 67. 
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Hals's Laughing Cavalier and Rubens' Festival pteces. These 
are correlated with Shakespeare's Comedy of Errors, nonsense 
I 
verse, Chopin's Butterfly Etude, the Virginia Reel, and 
McHonnies' statue of the Dancing Bacchante. 
Such a correlation gives emphasis to the arts rather 
than to their cultural or historic backgro:md. ?ocus on the 
arts themselves makes it easier to st:.dy the interaction 
between the artist's particular values--expressive and formal--
and the cul tc.1ral environment which conditions his views and 
~anner of expression.86 
Correlations may be centered around expressive elements 
familiar to the student's experience and understanding. 
Zieg~eld suggests that this approach be a starting point, a 
means of introducing the arts. Concepts and attitudes gained 
here sho /.ld provide a basic Zramework for st:.ldying other 
aspects of the arts. 87 
3. Conclusion 
In planning a program to introd1.ce literature as a form 
o: art tr~ough its relations to painting, it is important to 
keep in mind several general ob~iecti ves. These vwre dis-
cussed in the first section of this cl"'...apter and are summarized 
here.88 
86ziegfeld, p. 184. 
87tiegfeld, p. 182. 
88
·1'he· reader is referred to pp. 11-26 of this thesis. 
1. Relate art, and more specifically literature, to the 
student's i~~ediate needs and interests. 
2. Sh01·r the continuity of, aesthetic experience 1vi th the 
normal ')rocess of li vine;. 
3. Develop or stimulate the student's poHers o:· 1Jer-
ception, memory, and irna3ination to hel:J him "see" and "feel" 
more like an artist. 
lJ... Hel~J the student "recreate" the artist's experience 
in order to e.p-preciate a vTOrk more actively. 
5. Teach the student to express himself more like an 
artist by si vine him experience in tb.e u.se of the artist's 
m.edimJ. 
6. r~ake the student more auare of and more sensitive to 
the artist's expressive and formal values as intrinsically 
important ele:r:1ents in a vrork of art. 
7. Develop fundamental skills in readins the various 
types of literature (novel, ::;:>oetry, dra:lKl., etc.). 
8. Develop the ability to evaluate intelli~ently a 1>vork 
of art. 
A revievr of the bases for correlatinG literature and 
qo 
other art forms reveals that each has its virtues and defects.,__._., 
No one of the ap)roaches discussed meets all of the above 
objectives. The historic approaches and the theme-centered 
go ~The reader is referred to pp. 26-47 of this thesis. 
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unit presuppose some understanding and a~Jpreciation of the 
intrinsic elements of the '\.·ror:;: of art. The study o:L art 
should bet;in id th an approach related more directly to the 
1:Tork itself. Therefore, this writer has combined vlha t are 
in her o~Jinion the best aspects of the intrinsic a;"J~Jroaches 
discussed in this cha}Jter--throush the :principles oi' form, 
the media, and the expressive elements--and has attem:pted 
to relate these directly to the student's individual experi-
ence. The follovring cha.:yter, "A Series of Experiences to 
Introduce the Study of Literature As a. Forrr1 of Art through 
Its Relations to Pain tins," is bnsed on these jt1.dgsents. 
-~ 
C.ti.:~:t'TER I I I 
lHRO:.·GH Il'3 RD.::hl.TIOES TO .2AHil'LiG 
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A Note to the Teacher: 
The following series of experiences is designed ·to 
introduce students to the study of literature as a form of 
art through its relations to painting. The series answers 
the questions 
1 • Vvhat is the source of a work of art? 
2. ~ibat is the content of a work of art? 
3. \'lba t is the medium of a work of art? 
4. vlhat is the organization of a work of art? 
5. ';lhat makes a work of art unique? 
A major objective of this series is to teach students 
to "see." An art exhibit can provide an exciting environment, 
which will help set the scene for the series. Students should 
have as many firsthand experiences with art as possible. "'rfuy 
not let them comb their community resources for original art 
work? Good prints, although only reproductions, may serve in 
the place of bard-to-get originals. Slides, motion pictures, 
photographs, and art books can supplement the collection. 
Student artists may plan their own exhibits. 
Call attention to these objects in a variety of ways. 
It is likely that the students' vision has been dulled through 
years of disuse. FUrthermore, students do not have the same 
visual awareness. They vary in their powers of observation 
and in their sensitivity to their surroundincs. Hefere:;:1ce 
to so:L.ethinc in their environmen-::. \Iill not elicit the same 
res<Jonse :i:rou all. 1Jse ~llany exa:rmles to ill,_:strate 8. -')oint. 
'l'he series urovides o~~-oortuni ties J. or indi vicLml E·rovrt h 
in self-expression, oral and i'Tri tter~. I:E students res-:Ject 
one another's efforts, individuals nay become less inhibited 
and rnay a void s tereot;T'etl, conventional responses. 
Chant:;e in :teelinss and atti to.des tovrard art tal:es a 
lone tirJe. The series is desit:EneO. to exte~1d thrO'.lCh the year 
but uay be adaryted to a shorter snan o: ti8e. It is advisable, 
hovrever, not to e.tteL:~:ot to achieve too :.LlCb. at once. 
'rhe r..:eneral interests and 2-bilities of DintL-c·rac.e ~ ~ 
The uorl:s of art included in the series illustrate speci1ic 
~9oints, but ::w..ny substitutes and additions <H"e --Jossible and 
recor.mended. The ex)eriences :follow L1 a loc;ical sequence 
althoue)l some may be ,.lsed separately. Loncer -.:mi ts of st·~d:r 
3ay develo) out of experiences with novels and )lays. 
'.i'he s~.'.ccess of this series de~:::en6_s ··_:l t:L;--,;c.t.ely o::.1 your 
conviction of the relevance of art to ed~cation and ~articul2rly 
to 1 i tera ture. The recognition o:f aes tbetic ex-,Jerience as an 
intec:ral ~-:1art of the develo}ment o:C every i::::C:i viclt;.al is central. 
Yoar sincere enthusiasm is necesso.ry to heLJ st:;_(Lents oteu ·into 
the ?alace of Art. 
THE FIRST SERIES 
viHAT IS THE SOURCE OF A \'IORK OF ART? 
Il~'I'RODUCTIO:I 
;ihen we analyze hovr a work of art comes to be, we must 
consider the person vlho created, or 11 made," the vrorl{. 
Important as the vlOrk of art is, it exists only because a 
h'..l..1llan being produced it. The paint bruc.h and the pen don't 
operate themselves. They need a h'-U11an yower to ;;:.ove the:-:1. 
1'he hmrran oovv-er behind art is the artist. 
'rlhat e,re some of the important charetcteristics of all 
artists? .iha t have you heard or read abo-~lt the~J'? They all 
have certain traits in common tl1a t enable them to beco:ile 
artists. ~,ie, in some degree, share these traits 1vi th ther.o.. 
The first series of experiences uill hel'J yo.l to under-
stand lvhat these traits are and hovr you may develo'J the::1 




1 • ..1 v1ri ter observes the vmrld aro'J.nd hio:: throuzh five 
primary senses: seeing, hearing, smellinc, tastine;, 
and toLlching. 
2. i ... vlri ter sees and is concerned vri th details. For 
example, Edgar .Allen Poe, in the story, "The ~~:asque 
of the Red Death," describes in volu-pt11ous detail the 
room in which the masquerade took Jlace. 
.A •.·n"'i ter has idee.s anC. feelL1c:,s c:.!Jo .~t. ~1iw.t he o~Jserves. 
See, for exa:n)le, ho1.·r ?oe expresses :1is -)erE.on.al rec:.ction 
to the details i~ his descri~tion. 
Tlle seventh 2.).::trt:-rlent -vras closely s~1rouded Ll. 
ble.cl;: vel vet t<:::.)estries thc.t h·,~::.-:.c C".ll ovex· 
the ceilL1s and do~·m t11e Hc,llc, ::o.llinc i.::1 
r1eavy folds 'X'JO~l. c, car~et of t~1e sa:c.1e r;lD-terial 
cmd h,~e 0 But in this cli ... s.r.1ber onl;.', the color o:· 
the ~.rindovrs failed to corres·9ond i·J'i tl1 the decora-
tions. 'l'rJe 1.;to-::-:es here 1·rere scc>.:r•let--a dee~') blood 
color. 
rotice ho~ Poe conveys the feeli~~ o~ death. 
1~. A 1·rri ter has a cood memory. I'oe had to be c.ble to recall 
observe.tio~1s in order to describe so ::··1ll v the rooms and 
his reactio~ to tbeo. 
5. A 1vri ter ('lc'lS a creative i;nacino.tiol:, 'iihic:.; ;-;:eans he is 
able to ·~:mild a nel·l vrorld O'..lt o::: Hhat l:.e obE;erves. ?oe, 
::or exa;;;:,le, b:J.ilt Ol.J.t of 1·rhat he kne'1T o:~ e·Jider:lics and 
masquerades a stranse tale o:{ the J.ed De2. th. 
6o ~ writer is coQpelled to express his ideas and Ieeli~ss 
about l·il'JU t he observes o Sonetiraes this COS)'-'.lsion 
co:T)letely absorbs hi:::1 as it did Poe. 
Skills 
Increased ability 
1. to observe details. 
2. to "observe" uith all senses. 
:.; • to th.inl: and ::eel EbOcJ.t vll'W.t ·,·:e o·oserve. 
L~. to uri te ef':ecti vel:r about o.~r rec.ctions to observo.tions. 
5. 
7. to write &bout ex~eriences we re~e~ber. 
C. to use Q~r i~agination. 
Attitudes 
1. An e>,rtist is a h'...L"71&.n beins vli t1~ hichly develoJed 
hu~2an talents. 
2. ··~Je ce2n all 1ear11. to see a11d feel ~-Jore lilce :1rtists. 
3. An artist can open our eyes e,nd heo.rts to o. ~:mrld ue 
:.:,1ay not 112~ ve noticed before. 
EXPERIEi:JCE ONE 
Ali ARTIST LOOKS .AT THINGS C.l'..:RETULLY 
An artist looks at things carefully and sees them in 
great detail. Hmv carefully do yo L":. look ;::-, t things? Do 
x..q,u see thew in great detail? Let us try the follovrins 
experiment to find out. 
Study carefully the palm of your hand. Hmv ~11any details 
do you see? Each of yot1 '\•Till vTri te one detail on the blacl{-
board. At first this 'tvill be easy, but yoti vlill have to 
look closer and closer as \·Te go aro~md the class. The 
closer you look, hoi'lever, the more you ':-.rill begin to see. 
';ihen He finish the list, count c.UJ the n~)flber of details that 
didn't occur to you. Do you see them nmi? 
EXPERIENCE T:.ro 
AN .li..RTIST SEES ·~nTH ALL HIS 
Seeinc, or sight, is one of our five pri~ary senses. 
'rhere are four more: hearing, smellinc, tastinc, and tou.ch-
inc:. Because seeing is the most com:no:1 o~ O·'.r sense exueriences, 
vre may tend to overlook the full valt:e o_:_ tbe others. Let us 
experiment to find out hoi·l :nuch .... re "see11 11i tl:'l the rest of our 
senses. 
a. 
Let us TJD.~W a collection o.~ ob ,'ectc, each oi which appeals 
most dominantly to either the sense of si:Jell, taste, touch, 
or sound. Dise;uise the objects so that they cannot be 
identified merely by looking at them. Each object in the 
collection ivill be given a code number. Select four objects 
(each appealing to a different sense) to describe in great 
detail. Try to identify them. In your ov-rn notebook construct 
a chart similar to the one below and fill it in as you "test" 
yourself. 
EX.AlviPLE Object Sense Details 
No. 
12 touch hard, sbar-o little pieces 
crunchy, brittle, 
feels like corn flakes 
Here are some ideas for ob2ects. Don't forget to disguise 
them and indicate -.;vhat sense they test! 
SUGGESTIONS 





candy, raisins, unusual foods 
rice, peas, -feathers in a paper bag 
tape recordings of fauiliar noises 
s'Jch as sounds of the night, snoring, 
docs barldng 
~ihen you are through taking your "test," compare yo'-lr des-
criptions 1vi th other students. After '"e remove the diseuises 
from the objects, decide 1vho described the objects most 
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accurately and 1-1hy. How many could you identi f'y? 
b. 
You do not have to see thincs through just one sense. 
You can ''see" many objects throuch tvlo or more of your 
senses. For example, how many senses can you use to describe 






darlc bro\'m, glossy 
snooth, solid, melts 
J smelling 
l tas tine -- ? 
chocolate, rich 
(fill in your own) 
Ho\v try the follovling: 
1. the ocean 
2. snovT 
3. lilacs 
4. a Thankssivinc turkey 
5. sittine; in a football stadium filled with excited, 
shou.ting peo)le. 
EXPERIEI~CE THREE 
AlJ ARTIST liAS IDEAS AND FEELiliGS .ABOUT ·~IHAT HE SEES 
An artist does more than just lool<: at thine:s. A mirror 
sees surfaces and r.11any details. A :photogra-p.:l and a tape 
recorder reproduce exactly what is :~Jresented to them. But 
mirrors only "see," and tapes only "hear. 11 They don't 
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understand what they record or reflect. :ihen an artist 
"sees" with his senses, he also brings understanding to "\1hat 
he sees. He does more than just look at things. He looks 
within them and has ideas and feelings about what he 
observes. 
Observation of this kind is known as -oerceotion. An artist 
is constantly thinldng and feeling about vJ"ha t he observes, 
for he has very keen pepception. ?or example, see ho\Ar this 
short poem by Hobert :;:.'ros t reveals that even a small detail 
or a slight experience has meaning for the poet. Be ready 
to discuss what he observes and the ideas and feelings he 
has about vrha t he observes. 
A Dust of Snm-r 
The way a crow 
Shook dmm on me 
The dust of sno1·1 
From a heolock tree 
Has given my heart 
A change of mood 
And SR.ved some ~;art 
Of a d~y I had rued. 
~--------------------·-----
;lie all have some ideas and feelinc:s a.botlt 1·rha t 1ve 
observe, but 1t1e may not give them much thou.cht. Jor example, 
vthat is your favorite color? Explain to the class the ideas 
or feelings you associate iii th the color that make it your 
favorite. ~hen we see deeply and fully into thincs, we begin 
to have some understanding of them. 
a. 
How well do you perceive? Identify the following and 
explain your answer by Giving your own personal ideas or 
feelings about each. 
~vorite 
the color you 
lil~e least 
the loudest noise 
you ever heard 
the roughest object 
you ever felt 
the worst odor you 
ever smelled 







it is clear and pure 
like untouched snow 
'iihy is it? 
-
·--.!....--
Select a small ob ,4ect that is a part of your everyd_ay 
experience, for example, a blade of (rass, a leaf, a stone, 
a flower petal. Look at it from many angles. See it with 
as many senses as possible. Then, write a paragraph des-
cribing not only what you "saw," but also the ideas and 
feelings you have about it. 
EX.ANPLE Here is Ernest Hemingway's description of a ,jelly-
fish. It comes from The Old Man and the Sea, which 
you will read soon. Be ready to discuss the details 
he bas described and the ideas and feelings that he 
conveys about the ,jellyfish. 
But the bird 1'/'as almost out of sisht now and 
nothins showed on the surface of the \•rater 
but some :patches of yellovr, sunbleached 
Sargasso weed and the _purl)le, formalized, 
iridescent, gelatinous bladder of a 
Portuguese man-of-war floatinc close beside 
the boat. It turned on its side and then 
righted itself. It floated cheerfullv as a 
bubble with its long deadly ~urple fiiaments 
trailing a yard behind it in the 1mter. 
EXPERIENCE :F'O~JR 
AN ARTIST IS INSPIRED BY \iHAT HE .SEES 
Very often an artist is inspired by something almost at 
the same moment that he perceives it. He can see it as a 
poem or a painting. The following tvro i"TOrlcs are :;,ood 
a. 
Le Pont de ,!'Anglois by Vincent van Goc;h, April 138[, 
r.iildestein Gallery, Ne'\v York 
One day while the artist was out in the country looking 
for inspiration for a painting, he came across an old rustic 
dral'rbridge. Its vmlls were connected by a vmoden platform 
restinc on eight supports and suspended on chains from four 
upright posts. Vincent was attracted by the structure as it 
was outlined against the azure blue sky and its natural 
surrounding. Eow look at the pain tinE carefully. ·.rha t does 
the artist include in the scene? Sky, brid.se, 1vater, l,Jeasant 
women washing clothes, half-sunken boat, carriage, five bare 
poplar trees. But what about these details? How does he 
describe each one? ':Jhat does he reveal about his reaction to 
each detail in the scene? :rvrake a chart in your notebool{ like 
the follovfing. 
EXA.lv1PLE Detail Description Ideas, .~~· eelings 
sky clear, blue peaceful, calm 











i~ov1 read Edna St. Vincent Eillay' s -9oe:n, 11 T~e Pear 
Tree." This short "'JOem vras inspired by the loveliness of' a 
-pear tree dressed in its pJ.re white blossoms. .iri te dovm the 
details she observed. ~d th ho1v many senses did she observe? 
'dha t did the :9ear tree make her think of? .lhy do you think 
she corrr)ares it with "the waste-man's little daughter/ In her 
first communion dress"? How do you feel about her corr.)arison? 
EXPERIENCE .liVE 
iU: ARTIST RErv1El-IBERS ;i}L:\T hE SEE3 
An artist doesn 1 t al\vays rely u9on sorJetbinf close at 
hand. Sometimes he creates from 1vha t ne remernbers. 1'l1i s 
means that in addition to 11avinc good :Jerce~Jtion, he must 
also have a good memory. Of" course, the ·r:ore an7one ner-
cei ves, the more vvorth-l'lhile things he i·rill have to reme:-;:ber. 
Artists so:netL-r:es 1\:eep journals or dirJ.ries to 'nelrJ them 
remember. They record suecial events and sisnificant ex-per-
iences. ·rhey record observations, idee.::, D.~1d i'eelinc;s, from 
which they can dravl insniration for later vmrks. Do you have 
a poor memory? Start a journal in vThich to record thin5s 
when there is somethinG s:Jecial you Tv"Tant to rementer. Of 
course, the more alert and perceptive yot;_ beco:ne, tl1e more 
you vrill find every day that is vrorth vlhile reGemberins. ~:or 
example, yo~ may start off recordinc your first dance, the 
,..~ 
·L>:~_.,. 
first tine you stayed alone at night, an exciting trip. 
Then, perhaps you i·rill begin to record the way you felt on 
the :t'irst vrarm. day of spring, your reaction to a shooting 
star, a description of a newly-blosso:ned rose. 
a. 
Let 1 s see hovr much you can remember of \·rba t you -~Jer-
ceive. Examine a tray containing thirty small articles. 
Study it for tvro minutes. Go back to yo~lr seat and list 
as many articles as you can remember. You iHill get double 
credit for every article you can describe in some detail. 
b. 
Study a landscape painting for a minute. After the 
paintinE has been removed, describe it in as great detail as 
possible. Include your reaction to it. If you get stuck, it 
vrill mean that you did not look carefully or closely enouc;h. 
Compare your descriptions vri th others in the class. )hose 
reveals the greatest perception? ,ihy? 
c. 
"··or a horae assisnment observe one o~. the followinc 
scenes (or one of your ovm that is similar). ')se every one 
of your senses and see as many details as <Jossi ble. Think of 
the ideas and feelings you have abo'lt the scene. .~hen you 
come to class next time, you will write from mencry a 
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description of the scene, including your personal reaction to 
it. 
1 • a family dinner, preferably a S~)ecial diru1er 
2. all the family sitting toc;ether, ~~)erhaps after 
dinner in the living room or den 
3. a party or a dance at the peak o:~ excitement 
4. a football game, 'I..Vhen spirits are hi2:hest 
EXPERIENCE SIX 
AN ARTIST USES HIS INAGINATIOH 
Perception and memory, no matter hovr sharp, are not 
enough to make an artist. To these vTe mJ.st add imac.;ination, 
the ability to create new thinc:s out of vrha t vre already know. 
'rhe more we l{novl, the more we perceive; and the more vle 
remember, the easier it is to develo·9 and use our imagination. 
For an example of ho'i'T vre ~.se our i:cJaEina tion, listen to 
a readine; of "The Highwayman," a ballad by Alfred Noyes. This 
story poem requ.ires you to picture the setting, the characters, 
and the action. To picture all this you need to :.isten care-
fully to vrhat the 1·1ords tell you. For exam-~)le, one vTOrd in 
the poem is "galleon." Ii you knovl i.Yf1.at a e:alleon is .and have 
seen one before, you vlill be able to remember and picture a 
suitable calleon to fit into this poem. You will be able to 
imagine 1'lha t the galleon should loo:{ li1::e. -~lhen you finish 
listening to the poem, write a descri-ption o:C the setting, the 
" characters, and the action (what takes place). Compare your 
description with others. ~.Jhich is the most vivid? .ihy? 
EXPERIENCE SEVEN 
AN ARTIST -.IA:l,;TS TO C:REA'l'E 
An artist has all these abili ties--~Jerce-<Jtion, memory, 
and imagination-- just as we may have, bJ_t he also has the 
desire to express his ideas and feelings about the world 
around him. Therefore, he is alvrays looking, thinkinc, and 
creating. Sometimes, even though he is skillful in using 
vmros and paints and has great talent in "makine_:" a painting 
or a poem, he has to i'!Ork hard. 
At the beginninG the artist may have a vagL:.e idea, tr1e 
seed of his "v'lork, •:(nich changes as it c;roHs, so;:Ietimes cominc 
out quite dif~erently from vrhat he had oricinally ::::lanned. 
Sometimes he can create very quickly; rometimes it is very 
diificul t. Of'ten he throvm himseL: il1to his uork, -orgettinr::-
everythin13 and everyone aro:~~nd hirJ. All that is ir:nortant to 
him :·or the time is creatine a vrorlr am: ex-,Jressin'~ :-:.imself 
throuc;h it. 'fhis need o:;. ten is the so,_n'ce o: ou_r notions 
abo:J.t tile artist. >ie take his concentration _:or f3omething 
q'J.eer, even mad. The artist cannot !JUll [lirnself away fro:11 
his 110rk ;_ntil 11e bas :finished. 
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2. • 
Now you should be better prepared to share tbe artist's 
experience. Let u.s see how much more you unc3erstand and 
appreciate a work. Reaa the poems beloi"T and ansv1er the 
follov;ing quest'ions. ·.ie shall discuss them in small groups. 
You will notice that the poems are extremely short.. They 
are translated from Ja :panese poems called Haiku, v;rhi ch 
consist of only seventeen s::;llables. Although they appear 
to be very simple, they reveal keen percelJtion, memory of an 
experience, and imagination. Each one shm·Ts that the uoet 
used iibat he had perceived as a source o:;·· inspiration. 
iJ..nswer these questions: 
1. To what senses do the poems appeal? 
2. .iha.t have the poets perceived? Jbat ideas or fee1-
ings do they express? 
3. • Ahich of the sensory experiences have yo·1 had? How 
would you describe your experiences? 
0:0IE :'ALLEl:·I :·LO-,iER DESCRIBE PL~Tlcf-BLOSSOiviS~ OI\JE DARK SLEEPY POOL ••• 
Q~~:rcK TTNEXPECTED RETUREIHG TO THE BETTER THAN r.rr 
BRANCH? ••• OE ~:o! VERSES ••• ·.miTE :-ROG 
A .iHITE B _iTTER.LY .iORDLESS BUT'EER..f'LIE'":\ C'rOES PLOP! '.IATERSPL.ASH 
--Eoritake --Hei}G3.l'l --Basho 
b. 
Now read a longer poem by Robert Frost called "Birches" 
to see how the poet u.sed his experiences as a youne: boy as a 
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source of inspiration. 








'.Jha t scene makes him think of swinsing on birches? 
'dhat bends the birches? 
How does he describe the birches as thev ap·oear on 
"a s·unny winter morning / AI ter a rain"? 
.!hat does the "heap of broken class" make hiri think 
of? dhy? 
;irillt do birches look like a:tter they have been bent 
lovr for a long time? Ho\v does the poet -,;_se his 
imagination to describe this? 
·.iby does he knmv- so much abo•Jt a boy 'i'lho lives f'ar 
:Lror:1 tovm and 1·rho bas to am,_1se himself'? 
7. "dbat does he recall abo~lt the "strate2~Y" of subd:J.ing 
birches? 
8. Have you ever tried to fill a cup to the brim to see 
hov·l far the vrater wo:1ld go bef·ore t:J.sl'ling over? Jhy 
does he compare this with climbing birches? 
9. .ii th 1.vhat does he compare bis life vrhen he becomes 
1·1eary? .iha t does he mean by the com9ari son? 
10. ;ihy does he want to get a11ay from earth e.vlhile? .ihy 
does he vmnt to e;o by climbinz· a birch tree? 
l~ow, write a short colnposi tion (abo'Jt one pae;e) explainine; 
how a scene in the 1-TOods misht ba ve s;;arked off his mer:10ry 
o:f observations ancl his imagination. '.Tse exam<)les froa the 
poem to illustrate 1·rhat you 'ivrite. 
c. 
-.-;e may discuss in a similar way the perception, memory, 
and imae;ination necessary to the creation of a painting. 
7:1 
Study the following :paintings. .vhat has the artist per-







Storm in the 3aJ:l...amas by '!inslow Homer 
- --
Details Ideas ancl ?eelings 
dark clouds rolling and threateninc:, 
. feeling of heavy ai 1~, 
dart1Dness 
r~·lant palm trees feel i nr"~ 
- '---
oj <Jov·Ter of 
branches bent 1·rind 
stren··th o: storm :=orcing 
every thine to bend in 
its ~Ja t lJ 
roof tops solid and s teacJy i'1 ctorm 
but envelo .;eo -lJ:t • J.. ]_ G 
Luncheon of the BoatinS Partv by AcLzuste Renoir 
The Sower by Jean-!rancois ~illet 
The :iake of the Ferrv bv ,John Sloan 
---- v 
Execution of the Citizens of Eadrid by L''rancisco Goya 
T H E S E C 0 N D S E R I E S 
'.iHAT IS THE CONTENT OF A HORK 01? ART? 
INTRODUCTION 
.Now that we have l•rned something of the process of 
"seeing" that lies back or creating a work of art, we are 
ready to begin to stucly the work i taelf. In this series we 
aball learn about the many sut.ijeota in art and see how the 
artist' a ideas and feel1nga about the subject give it mean-
ing. What many of' ua UJ coDs14er "hidden• meanings will 
come out into the opeD wbere we can see them and understand 
them. These experiences will lead us to a study or Ernest 
Hem!ngwa7' a stor,. of !!! 2!! !1!1! and. !Q! !!.!,. 
Unclera tand.iw 
1 • There are aa many aub jeots tor a work of art as there 
are 14M a, feelinsa, experiences, and ob jeota in the 
world. For exaaple, I:I'Deat Hemingway wrote a ator,. 
·about an olcl aan &D4 a t1ahJ Shakespeare wrote about 
70uth and loTe; Robert Frost wrote about sWinging on 
birc~a. 
2. The subJect of a wol'k of art is important tor what the 
author aa7s about it. or through it. Robert Burns wrote 
a pou about a bug--a louse. A. bug aeema like an 
unlikel7 aub ject. In th1 s poem Bums describes how the 
bug ia orawling on a til'le laq' e bonnet. She does not 
see 1 t, but he does I He utea the point that often 
people do not ... theaaelTea and their faults aa others 
do. Bums uses the louse as a means through which he 
can ezpreaa that point. 
3. A work ot art mar baTe more than one level of meaning; 
soaetimes we need information to un4erstand more than 
the obvious meaning. Lincoln's "Gett;ysburg .A.46resa" 
1s an example. !he speech cou•mGrated thoae who died 
in the battle at Gett7aburg, 7et on another leYel it 
was a statement of' the hepes a~ drealls deep-rooted in 
the bistor.r of' Aaerica. We need to know something of' 
this histoey to understand and appreciate the address 
fully. 
4. Often the levels or meaning are conveyed throush 
symbols, things that stand. tor more than just them-
selves. In a411t1on to 'being a bircl, wbat does the 
American eagle stand. f'ol"'' 
5. Qne kind of' SJ'Il'bolic sto17 is a f'able, in wb1ch animals 
portl'&J a truth &bout human beings. Aesop's tables are 
among the best known. 
6. Another f'ora ot &Jlllbolic story is allegory, in wb1ch 
geneNl or a'bstraot it.••• such as beauty, truth, evil, 
are SJilbolised by oh&l'&ctera, actions, and sometimes 
setting. For exaraple, the story of' Job in the Old 
Teataaent is symbolic of' the virtue, Patience. 
Skills 
Increased ability 
1. to tiscoYer the artist.' s ideas and feelings &bout his 
su'bject.. 
2. to recognize taa1liar symbols. 
3. to interpret symbols in paintings. 
4. to peroei ve the SJilbolic meaning in f'ablea. 
5. to explore the lenla of meaning in a novel. 
Attitudes 
1 • The von4er ot art is like the wonder of' lif'e: the 
more we search, the aore we ma1 41aoover. 
2. The more un .... sta.Juting we can bring to a worlt of art, 




AN A.R!IST MAY CHOOSE FROM MANY DIFF'li:RD'T SUBJECTS 
The first thing most people want to know about a book 
or a painting is its subject--wbat it describes or represents. 
The;y ask, "What is it aboutt What ia going ont" In answering 
these questions, we realise tbere are as many subjects for a 
worlt of art as there are ideas, feelings, experiences, and 
objects in the world. 
Many of the subjects fit into categories, some or the 
most common of which are: 
1. nature--flowers, mountains, birds 
2. expe£1tnces--special occasions, discoveries 
3. eveetl..,.tlights, wars 
4. mple--Paul Revere, Abrahaa Lincoln 
5. mzths--Greek go4s 
6. Bible--creation, oweifix1on 
1. fantasy--fairy tales, clre&ms 
Let us each make a list of at least three titles of 
poeu, playa, novels, abort stories, or paintings we can 
think of that deal w1 th a 41f'terent subject. :&:veryboiJ Will 
then put one or his ti.tJ.es on the blackboard. How m&nJ 
subjects have we discovered? 
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In th1nkiDS back over the examples, you can aee tba t 
the subject is extremely import.ant to a work of art, for it 
is what you see f'irat. But as :you stu4y a work more closely, 
you begin to realize that enn more important than the subj•ct 
is what the artist sa;ra about the subject or through it and 
!!!.! he says it. There is a great 41:fterence between the 
subject of' a work and ita ••n1ng as the artist presents it. 
For example, marq ot us are familiar with the painting 
commonly known as Whistler'.! Mother. Did you know t.hat 
Whistler actually named his painting Ar£!1¥5ement !!! Black 
~Gray? While the subject of the painting is his mother, 
it is not the subject that is most important to him. For, 
through the seated figure Whistler tells us of his delight 
in perceiving the beauty of flat shapes and rectangular 
patterns in tones of black and vh1 te and gray. This is the 
meaning or the painting. 
a. 
Look carefully at the following paintings and then 
describe the subject and what the painter seems to say about 
it or through it. Remember, we judge a work of art by wbat 
,. 
the autbor says and bow he says 1 t, not by the subject he 
selects. 
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1!11 Lisa by Leonardo aa Vinci 
. 
S\lb.1eet V~1:rur 
a young girl seated against reserved, calm s1mpl1c1ty, 
a misty landscape, simply dreamlike atmosphere mak" 
dressed, hair falling loosely g1rl seem far awy 1n her 
on shoulders, hands crossed, own world 
faint smile in eyes and on 
lips 
1. !1!!1 w1 th l.e Golden)lelmet by Rembrandt van Rijn 
2. Houses !! Parl1Mept by Claude Monet 
/ 
:5. Mont §!!• V1cto1re by Paul cezanne 
b. 
Let's move from pa.intins and the artist painting to 
literature and tbe artist writing. Read the following Haiku 
carefully and be ready to discuss your reaction. It is about 
an unwanted "stepchild bird" that must go hungry because no 
one will feed it. As you think about this subject, remember 
tbat few of us have ever thought of a "stepchild bird." What 
is itt A bird With a parent that is not its real mother. 
What d.o you think of when 70u hear the word steReh114? 
I!l !HIS WillDI :NEST 
OPD YOUR HUNGRY 
MOU'fH IN VAIN 
ISSA, STEPCHILD BIRD 
--Is sa 
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What is the picture the poet asks us to see? A Windy nest, 
a hungry mouth, a stepmother who is cruel and cares only for 
her own young. Once we know that Issa is the name of the 
poet, we realize he compares himself to the bird. can you 
explain why? What do you l•rn alaout the poet and his att1 tude 
toward life? !his is the meaning of the poft. This is what 
Issa tells us throush the subject. 
EXPERIENCE TWO 
AN AR!IS! USES SlMBOLS 
A work .of art, in moat instances, bas more than one 
meaning. A.t first, we may not recognize or understand other 
meanings. We may need some background information when the 
subject is about history or the Bible or famous people. 
Often, the subject stands for something more than itself; that 
is, the subject is subollc. Let's stop for a moment and 
consider that we are familiar with symbolic meanings, or 
symbols, in our everyday life. !hey are DOt at &11 strange 
to us. 
For example, our flag is a symbol. It is, first of all, 
a piece of' cloth w1 th red and Wh1 te stripes and a rectangular 
blue patch in the top lefthand corner on which there are fifty 
white stars. !his object is found on top of poles and at the 
end of small sticks. It may be located outside a building, 
in a room., br in a small ebilcl' s hand at a parade. There is 
more we could say about this flag, but let us move into what 
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it stands r2r. Our rlag is a syilbol or our country. It 
stands for independence, liberty, and democracy. Its thirteen 
stripes stand for the thirteen original colonies; and its 
fifty stars, for our fift1 states. It is a symbol for all 
these things and then some. Wba t more does the flag syabol-
ize to you? 
a. 
Describe the- follow1D8 objects and tell how they are 
used as symbols. 
does it s tort 
Christmas Santa Claus fat, joll1 old man 
dressed in red suit 
and hat which are 
trimmed w1 th ermine; 
'11111117 wh1 te beard; 
large leather boots; 
"brings" gifts at 
Christmas. 
sp1 ri t of g1 v1ng 
charity 
1. an eagle 
2. a hammer and sickle 
3. Cupid 
4. a crucifix 
G1 ve the class other examples of symbols, some that are 
familiar to you and to 10ur family. 
lCCPDIDCE THREE 
PAIN!ERS USE SYMBOLS 
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The folloWing paintings contain symbols. If you under-
stand what they stand tor, you Will be able to enter into 
another level of meaning that may not have been obvious to 
you at first. 
a. 
Study the paintings. Then read the descriptions and 
explanations of the symbols. Be prepared to discuss in class 
the meanings of the two paintings. 
1. Gue~ca by Pablo Picasso 
·This is a black, gray, and white painting depicting the 
bombing of an un&l"'led Spanish town, Guernica, by the Fascists 
during the Spanish Civil War of 1936-1939. The JD&jor symbols 
are expla~ below. 
Object, 8WmDl'1-'-'lSJI 
]lull IJIAI1 of the bullfight 
brute power of the bull 
brute power of the invader 
Horse bull's helpless victim in bull-
fir.t ' 
help eas sufferer 
sutfer1ng of the Spanish people 
Bare light bulb harsh and naked light of Truth 
Arm holding small 
lantern 
Justic holding up a ray of hope 
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Once you understaad the meaning of the symbols, you Will 
realize that this painting says something about war and man' s 
relationship to his fellow man. Be ready to discuss in class 
the meaning of this painting. Loo~ in an encyclopedia tor an 
account of the war to provide yourself with more background 
information. What other symbols can you find? 
2. !Q! Amol.tini Marriage by Jan van Eyck 
This is the scene of a wedding between an Italian banker 
and a young Flemish girl. Bow do we know it is a wedding 
scene? Let's look at the symbols. 
Obj8C't -._,sm 
dog marital fidelity 
carving on bedpost patron saint of' childbirth 
lighted canclle in presence of' God 
daylight 
sUppers discarded symbolic of Biblical quotation: 
"Put ott thy shoes from thy feet, 
tor the place whereon thou standest 
is holy ground." 
!he painter has signed his name over the mirror in the back-
ground in Latin, "Jan van Eyck was here." When you look 
closely 1n the mirror, you can see that the couple is racing 
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a third person. Wbat do you think the painting, as a whole, 
stands tor? 
EXPDIDClC FOUR 
A WRITER USES SIMBOLS 
Symbols are not limited to i~n1mate objects. Characters, 
as well as thtir actions, may also be symbols. You have prob-
ably read stories in which this is true. Aesop and Bans 
Christian Andersen are famous for them. Their stories, in 
which animals portray a truth about humans, are called fables. 
a. 
Let us discuss in class some ot the fables you remember. 
Briefly tall the stor:r. What do the characters (animals) 
symbolize? In other words, what· truth do they portray about 
humans? 
~ !orto1ae ancl l)!! !!:.£! 
This is the story or how a slow, but steady, 
turtle beat a fast, but overly-confident, hare 
in a race. It symbolizes people who may achieve 
their goals through steady, hard work and tl)ose 
who fail because of their pride and selfishness. 
b. 
Now read ~ ~ !!!a .Yl! §.l:!£ by James Thurber. First 
summarize the story. WhJ does the young moth try to reach a 
star when all his :f'&mily is satisfied W1. th nearer goals? What 
is the result? What do the characters and their actions 
symbolize about people? What is the meaning of the story for 
rou? How does it applr to rour life? 
c. 
Nov you should be ready to approach the study or a novel 
With much more understanding of bow an artist convers his 
meaning through his subject. Let• s begin reading Ernest 
Hemingwar' s novel. lB! Q!S !tm. ,5.4 ~ !!!;. Th1 s is a story 
form called allesoa, which resembles a fable; but instead of 
symbolizing just a truth about man, it also symbolizes general 
or abstract ideas, such as beauty, truth, and evil. 
!!:! Old !J!B !,B! .!!! ~ is the story of an old fisherman 
who goes to sea· to prove to both his friends and to himself 
tha't h•is still a good fisherman. The author tells us a 
great deal about the man through his story. But the cbaract•n, 
the setting, and the actions are also symbolic. They stand for 
something more than just the obvious facts about a fisherman, 
an ocean, a boat, and a desire to show his strength. This means 
that when we interpret the symbols, we are dealing with another 
level of meaning. Let us read the book using the following 
questions as a guide. When we finish, we shall discuss the 
story, its meaning, the symbols used, and the symbolic, or 
alle6ft'!cal, meaning. 
STUDY GUIDE TO !§! ~ !:f:Y !tfR m §S 
Level I 
1. Describe the old man as he is first introduced. How 
many days has he gone without a fish? How does this 
Offect him? 
2. What does the boy think of the old man? How do you 
know. he feels this •1t Why hasn't he been with the old 
man since the f'orti•th day! 
3. What does the old man dream about? How have his dreams 
changed? Wba t do you think his dream means? 
4. Why does the old man compare the sea to a woman? What is 
a Portuguese man~f'-wart Why does the old man hate them? 
Why does he like turtles? 
5. What kind of fish does the old man cateh? How big is it? 
Describe the battle between fish and man. 
6. What are the old man• s feelings about the fish? In what 
ways does he say they are alike? Wba t is the only way in 
which they are different! 
7. Why does the old man want to catch this particular fish 
so badly? What happens to his hand? What do you learn 
about the character of the old man in his fight against 
the fish? What conflicts does the old man have with 
himself and with forces outside himself? 
8. What attracts the first shark? How does the old man 
kill it? What weapons does he use against the other 
sharks 'l Why does the old man hate sharks? What happens 
to the fish? 
9. How does the shark "kill" the old man? Ernest Hemingway 
says, "Man can be destroyed, but not defeated." Def'iaa 
the word d!S\...-. Define defeat. Explain the difference 
in their meanings. How does the quotation apply to the 
old man? Explain whether or not JOU think he is a victim 
of tragedy. 
10. What does the boy clo for the old man when he returns? 
11. Describe the tourists • comments about the fish. How do 
you feel about their comments? 




We can now discover, if we have not already discovered, the 
next level ot meaning ot the story, the un1 versal meaning. 
13. Summarize the opening situation (the old man's problem 
or conflict), the struSSle he must face alone at sea, 
and the outcome of the struggle. What is the author 
trying to tell us about 1) his character and the 
conflict he faces? 2) ourselves and our own lives? 
3) anybotJ and life in general? 
Level III 
Remember, we bave said this story is an allegory--the 
characters, the setting, and the action are symbolic. 
14. Notice that the old man and the boy are rarely referred 
to by name. This allows the reader to think of any boy 
and a~ man. In tact, this might be anrone' s story. 
Let us assume that the old man symbolizes Man himself. 
a. Where does most of the storybtake place? Where 
does Man's story take place? What, then, does 
the setting, or the sea, symbolize? 
b. What does the •rlin mean to the old man? What 
might it stand for in any man's life? 
e. Think of what the sharks did to the old man. 
What might they symbolize in Man's life? 
d. What is the boy's relatianship to the man? What 
do you think he symbolizes in Man's life? 
e. What do the comments of the tourists stand for? 
15. Explain the S1Jilbolic, or allegorical, meaning of the 
story. 
16. Perhaps you can find other symbolic meanings. For 
example, the old man is sometimes compared to an 
historical figure. Explain this symbolic meaning. 
T H E T H I R D S E R I E S 
ilHAT IS THE MEDIUM OF A '.fORK OF ART? 
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INTRODUCTION 
The third series of experiences introduces us to the 
language of the artist. We shall learn how he uses language 
to communicate his ideas and feelings. We shall also learn 
how he uses language to create pictures that appeal to our 
senses. These experiences will prepare us to read "The Rime 
of the Ancient Mariner," a strange and exciting poem that 




1. A poet communicates through the language of words; a 
painter, through the language of color. 
2. Words and colors have levels of meaning. They denote 
explicit, clearly stated meanings and connote 
suggested or implied meanings. For example, in the 
sentence, "He is yellow," yellow might denote that he 
is yellow-skinned or connote thit he is a coward. 
3. An artist controls the meanings of his words. Yet, 
the connotations may suggest personal meanings; there-
fore, he cannot completely control the interpretation 
of anyone else. The word onion may arouse different 
feelings h~..U.*S:~upon whether a person likes onions 
or not. · 
4. Images are pictures that appeal to one or more of our 
senses. "Mr luv is like a red, red rose/ That's 
newly sprung in June" is an image of a recently blossomed 
rose that appeals to the sense of sight. 
5. An artist appeals to our senses through our imaglnation. 
We do not actua+ly see the rose in the above image, but 





The more specific and concrete the image, the more 
sharply it appeals to our senses. See, for example, 
how the addition of concrete words allows us to picture 
more clearly the folloWing image: bird -- blackbird 
red-winged blackbird. 
Words and colors suggeet ideas and feelings through 
their physical qualities. Boom suggests a feeling of 
heaviness and depth. The color ~ suggests warmth and 
gaiety. 
Increased ability 
1. to distinguish between denotative and connotative 
meanings. 
2. to control conaotationa. 
3. to determine a poet's attitude through his use of 
connotation. 
4. to express our ideas and feelings in vivid, concrete 
images. 
5. to re-create imaginatively the images in poetry. 
6. to discover how word color adds to the meaning of a 
poem. 
7. to apply our understanding and skill to the reading of 
a long, narrative poem. 
Attitudes 
1. An artist can communicate his.ideas and feelings by 
stating them directly, but he makes his work rich and 
powerful through what he suggests and implies. 
2. The language of art stimulates our feelings and our 
1mag1nat1on, as·well as our the~a; .. 
3. The language of art can have somewhat different personal 
meanings for each of ua. 
4. Words and colors may be beautiful for their own sake 
regardless of what they describe or what they mean. 
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EXPERIENCE ONE 
A WRITER COMMUNICATES IDEAS AND FEELINGS THROUGH WORDS 
When we wish to communicate our ideas and feelings to 
other people, we use language, or words. Words communicate 
definite meanings, but they also communicate suggested 
or implied meanings. This is possible because worda,like 
the subjects of a work of art, have more than one level of 
meaning. 
a. 
Words, first, have a number of explicit, or clearly 
stated, definitions. FOr example, let us consider the word 
rumble. What does it sound like? Perhaps it is the noise 
that thunder makes, deep, slow, quivering, threatening. This 
is one of the explicit definitions for rumble. Rumble does 
JQOre than imitate a sound. It may be used in any of the 
following ways: The car rumbles. We sat in the rumble seat. 
The gangs bad a rumble. On your paper list other ways of 
using the word. Be ready to discuss in class how its meaning 
changes each time. 
These several definitions are what rumble denotes. THE 




Words suggest ideas and feelings beyond their denotations. 
THE SECOND LEVEL OF MEANING--THE SUGGESTED MEANING--IS WHAT 
WORDS CONNOTE, OR THEIR CONNOTATION. Some connota tiona are 
common to large groups of people while others are highly 
personal. The ideas and f•elings we associate with words 
depend upon our experiences with the words and with the 
feelings aroused by them. If, for example, a friend were to 
offer you a glass of water, you would both mean by water, 
"the liquid which descends as rain, &J14 which forms r1 vera, 
lakes, seas, etc." This is a denotative meaning of water. 
However, both you and your friend may think of more than 
just the liquid itself. Be ready to discuss in class the 
following qu .. tions: What ideas do you associate with water? 
How would your association with the word change if you were 
in a desert dying of thirst? If you were in a blinding 
rain storm? 
c. 
Below is a list of words. Give the denotative meanings 
and your own connotative meanings. Then, use each one in two 
different sentences that reveal two different connotative 




Wctrc1~ penotatton c_onnotat1on sentences 
home one's abode safety Home is a place where, 
living quarters family when you go there, 
love they have to take you 
warmth in. 
security 
The tramp's home was 
a park bench. 
1 • antique 5. bug 
2. foreign 6. crawl 
3. politician 7. night 
4. glamour 8. cow 
EXPERIENCE TWO 
A WRITER CONTROLS HIS USE OF LANGUAGE 
A writer is aware of both the denotative and connotative 
meanings of words. He must carefully control the connotations 
so that he can arouse in the reader the appropriate ideas and 
feelings. Because he cannot completely control everyone's 
personal connotations, poeHoo·:tt;en' become subject to several 
interpretations. This is one reason why we cannot always say 
exactly what a poem means. 
a. 
Below is a poem in which the poet has deliberately used 
words with connotative meanings that convey her mood and 
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attitude. The subject is not unusual, but the poet's treatment 
of it is unique. What do the wnderlined words·suggest to you? 
What do they tell about the poet's attitude? What does the 
poet say about spring that differs from most poems you have 
read with a similar subject? Try to substitute words for those 











To what purpose, April, do you return again? 
Beauty is not enough. 
You can no longer quiet me with the redness 
Of little leaves opening stickilY. 
I know what I know. 
The sun is hot on my neck as I observe 
The spikes ~the crocus. 
The smell of the earth is good. 
It is a~Ddrent tbat there is no death. 
But wba oes that aignify? 
Not only underground are the brains of men 
Eaten by ma~te. - -
Life in itse is noth1~, . 
An empt:v cup, a flight () uncarpeted statt-s, 
It is riOt enough that yearly, down this hill, 
April 
Comes like an idiot, babbling and strewing flowers. 
--Edna St. Vincent Millay 
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EXPER!ENCE THREE 
PAINTERS COMMUNICATE IDEAS AND FEELINGS THROUGH COLORS 
Colors, like word-. form a language--the language or the 
painter. Wlth colors a painter can deacribe, or denote, 
objects. Blue describes the sky; green, the grass; yellow, 
the.sun. But colors, too, may suggest, or connote, ideas 
and feelings. Blue may suggest sadness; green, envy; yellow, 
warmth. Some of *hese associations are very common and some 
are h18Ply personal. 
a. 
What ideas and feelings do you associate with colors? 
Study the following list. Which of the colors seem light? 
Heavy? Cool? Warm? Restful? Dynamic? Happy? Sad? What 
other ideas or feeling$ do you associate with them? Do they 
stand for, or symbolize, ideas? 
EXAMPLE co~or Asaoc1at1ons Sym]:l();Lism 
yellow light, warm, playful, cowardice 
cay, sunny; sometimes, 
if it ·is drab, it is 
sickly, sticky. 
1 • orange 5. black 
2. red 6. brown 
3. blue 7. white 
4. violet 8. gray 
Compare the associations you have with those of your class-
mates. What are the similarities and differences? 
b. 
Discuss in class the following: What colors would you 
select to describe a king? A pirate? An angel? If you were 
to prepare a poster for each of the following, which colors 
would you emphasize: Spring? Hungry children? Russia? Why? 
e. 
Now let us study the dominant colore used in the follewing 
paintings to see, first, how they describe the subject, and 
second, how they suggest ideas and feelings about the subject. 
In some cases there is no recognizable subject. It is the 
color that is the first level of meaning. 
EXAMPLE Sunflowers by Vincent van Gogh 
Color What it describes What it s~1:2:ests 
golden sunflowers sun, warmth, 
yellow table top happiness 
1. Absinthe Drinker by Pablo Picasso 
2. Embarkation £! !!!! queen 9.! Sheba by Claude Lorrain 
3. Boggy Wow by Piet Mondrian 
EXPERIENCE FOUR 
ARTISTS CREATE IMAGES 
Both the writer and the painter create pictures through 
their la.nguages. These pictures are called images. Images 
must appeal to one or more of our senses in order to be 
suncesstul. Literature is considered auditory because we 
B!!£ words. Painting is visual because we !!! colors. However, 
the skillful writer or the capable painter can appeal to more 
than the obvious sense. 
An example is Ch&rdin' s painting, Still !!!!!.• The 
immediate appeal here is visual, but because we have in our 
lives experienced the smell and touch, and even the taste, of 
plump, amber-colored grapes, we can remember what the experi-
enc,e was l-ike and imagine what these grapes feel like and smell 
like. Maybe we can almost taste them I Through our imagination 
we are able to sense the image more fully. The QEz by Edvard 
Munch illustrates how a painter can appeal to the sense of 
hearing. The neurotic figure in the foreground appears to be 
screaming in anxiety or in spiritual pain. The cry reverber-
a~es through all the swtrling lines surrounding his head and 
moving up and. into the background. We need not know the title 
of this painting to sense the 1aage. 
To appeal to the senses, images must be specific and 
concrete, rather than general and abstract. When something 
is described in terms that are names of qualities--beautiful, 
bright, hot--we do not know specifically what the artist is 
thinking; for, such words have many connotations. Nor can 
we imagine a vivid picture because the description is too 
general. When, on the other band, something is described in 
specific terms that do appeal to the senses and that have 
somewhat controlled connotations, the image is concrete. 
For example, compare the following descriptions: 
The sun was bright. 
The tawny sun glistened in the copper sky. 
If we were to find the first sentence in a poem, we should 
be able to understand the statement, but would we know 
exactly how the poet felt about the scene? The words do 
not convey his attitude nor do they tell us exactly what to 
picture. The second sentence conveys the same fact about the 
sun, that it was bright, but we are not limited to mere facts. 
Now we know how the poet reacted to the scene. He describes 
it in terms that convey more specific impressions. What 
does tawny mean? We often use the color to describe gold. 
Tawny gold. The tawny sun. What does the poet suggest about 
the sun? Glisten means to "shine with mild luster." Gold 
glistens. The sun glistens. Why does this suggest more than 
the word shine? Copper is a reddish metal. Why does the 
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poet call, the sky copper? The sun is so hot that it gives the 
sky a reddish metallic glow. 1'awny. Glistened. Copper. All 
concrete words help us to imagine a specific image. 
a. 
Try creating your own images. Select at least ten of 
the following twenty key words or phrases. Give at least 
three descriptions for each. Try to make your picture appeal 
to more than one sense. Remember, an image is created from 
1 • your own perception, memory, and imagination 
2. concrete words and details that appeal to the senses 
3. carefully selected words whose connotations will 
suggest your idea or feeling beyond a statement of 
fact. 
EXAMPLE 
airplane 1. the nash of a shooting star 
2. the deep drone dying in the distance 
3. a lone-flying gull 
1 • coca-cola 11 • teacher 
2. heavy rain 12. home 
3. thirst 13. loneliness 
4. horror 14. love 
5. happy moment 15. silence 
6. your most characteristic 16. hate 
mood 17. noise 
7. boredom 18. life 
8. school bus 19. death 
9. fresh apple pie 20. God 
10. mother or dad 
Now go back over the list that you have made for each key word 
or phrase and select the one or two descriptions that best meet 
the folloWing requirements: 
n~ ~ ~ 
" 
1. They appeal vividly to one or more senses. 
2. They suggest your ideas or feelings about the subject. 
Compare your results with those of other students. Jhat images 
are most successful? Why7 
b. 
Now that you have created images of your own, you should 
be able to appreciate more fully and to evaluate more intelli-
gently someone else's work. The followirlg poems are rich in 
imagery. Select from each poem the best one or two images. 
Explain your choice. 
EXA!-:tPLE 
"Fog" by Carl Sandburg 
Image Sense Suggestion 
The fog comes Picture of a cat that 
on little cat feet. sight comes in quietly, sits 
SOU...'ld D.lld guzes lazily about, 
It sits looking then quietly moves on. 
over harbor and 
city 
on silent haunches 
and then moves on. 
1. "?-lay Is Building Her House" by RichOl.I'd Le Gallienne 
2. "Irradiatior..s" by John Fletcher 
3. "The Congo'' by Vachel Lindsay 
4. 11 Velvet Shoes" by Elinor ',·iylie 
5. ''llhen the Frost Is on the Punkir:." by James ?dley 




One means of making images concrete and specific is 
through ~ color. The poet applies his words as skill-
fully as a painter applies his colors, selecting just the 
right shades and tones to describe his subject and suggest 
ideas and feelings. Some colors, we have seen, may be cool 
or warm, light or heavy, slow or fast, happy or sad. Words, 
too, have these same qualities (cool or warm, light or heavy, 
etc.), depending upon the vowels and consonants out of which 
they are made. 
Below is a chart which indicates how vowels and con-





1, m, n, r 
f, v 
s, c 
p, b, d, th, g 
deep, melancholy, slow 
sweet, light, fast 
whispering, blowing 
soft, liquid,,. humming 
light, swift, soft 
soft, whispering, hissing 
heavy, thumping, hard 
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In his poem, "The Congo," Vachal Lindsay gives directions 
for how it is to be read. His skillful use of word color, 
however, almost requires that we read the poem as he suggests. 
Read it again, examining his use of letters to gain the 
appropriate effect. Hake a chart of the most dominant 
word color. 
EXAMPLE Directions Word Color Effect 
A deep rolling b thumping, hard 
bass 00 deep slow 
EXPERIENCE SIX 
A WRITER CREATES AND USES -WORDS THAT ARE 
PLEASING FOR THEIR OWN SAKE 
Someone once said that the most beautiful words in 
the English language are cellar ~· Of course, this is 
a personal judgment. Do you have any favorite words? Make 
a list of them and explain to the class why they are your 
"favorites." Is it what they suggest? Is it their sound? 
Words are like colors in that we can appreciate them for their 
own sake, apart from what they describe or what they mean. 
a. 
What words in the folloWing poems do you find unusual and 
beautiful? Why? 
1. "Chanson Innocent" by E. E. Cummings 
2. "God's Grandeur" by Gerard Manley Hopkins 
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b. 
Imagery, wort .. eolbr, and beautiful diction are by no 
means the sole property of poets. "The Gettysburg Address" 
is an excellent example of poetic language in prose. 
Abraham Lincoln had the mind and heart of a poet when he 
created his vivid speech. Let us read it as we have read 
the poems, understanding and appreciating the writer's 
skill in making language work for him. Make a list of the 
unusual words. Can you substitute others and still retain 
the beauty of the language? For example, explain what 
happens when you ehange "Fourscore and seven years ago" to 
"Eighty-seven years ago." 
EXPERIENCE SEVEN 
APPRECIATING THE POWER OF LANGUAGE 
Through the power of language Samuel Taylor Coleridge 
crea tea a world of the supernatural in "The Rime of the 
Ancient Mariner." As we read the tale aloud, let your 
imagination work for you. Picture the mysterious scenes. 
Share the mariner's feelings of horror and relief. We shall 
discuss the following question, wh1eh will help us to better 
understand and appreciate the poem. 
STUDY GUIDE TO "THE RIME OF THE ANCIENT MARINER" 
1. Describe the opening scene. Identify the Marin~r and 
the Wedding Guest. Why does the poet call the old 
sailor an ancient mariner? What does the phrase connote? 
2. Describe the departure of the ship. How is the passaee,,of 
time shown? Where is the ship? (lines 21-30) 
3. Describe in your own words the image of the storm. 
Explain what the poet perceives in the storm that makes 
the comparison with a bird possible. (lines 41-48) 
4. Describe the scene to which the ship is driven. To what 
senses does the image appeal? Why? (lines 51-63) 
5. Why do the sailors welcome the albatross? Why does the 
Mariner kill the bird? How does he feel immediately 
after killing it? How does he convey his terror? 
(lines 63-82) 
6. How does the repetition of "f" and "w" help convey the 
meaning of the image ~n lines 103-104? 
7. What is the idea or feeling conveyed in lines 111-118? 
8. Contrast the colors of the tropical sea with those of 
the polar sea. What do the colors connote? (lines 127-130) 
9. Describe the changing feelings of the sailors as the 
spectre ship approaches. What is a spectre? What feeling 
does it create in you? (lines 149 on} 
10. Describe the sun as the Mariner sees it through the ribs 
of the spectre ship. What words suggest that the Mariner 
feels the sun is accusing him of an evil deed? (lines 175-
198) 
11. What is the difference between Death and Life-in-Death? 
Describe in your own words the image created and the 
feelings it arouses in you. {lines 185•198) 
12. Why do the sailors die so suddenly? How does the repe-
tition of letters convey the feeling of their dropping 
heavily on the deck? (lines 218-219) 
13. Explain the Marin~r's· feelings as his eyes move from sea 
to deck to sky. (lines 240-262) 
" 
' 
14. Describe the change that comes over the Mariner as his 
e:Ja catches the scene of the moving moon, the stars, the 
reflection of the moonbeams in the ocean, and the water-












Describe the changes in nature. How does the ship move 
if the wind never reaches it. (lines 309-330) 
Describe in your own words the images in lines 349-372. 
What mood is created? 
Describe the Mariner's feelings after the curse breaks. 
(lines 442-451) 
How does the word color in lines 460-464 add to the image? 
Describe the scene in lines 480-499. 
Describe the Hermit. What does the Mariner expect he 
can do? (lines 510-522) 
Describe the ship as the three in the boat see it. Be 
sure to tell what happens to the ship and the men. 
(lines 526-549) 
Describe the effect the Marin•r has on the three men. 
Why? (lines 549-569) 
What does the Mariner do that relieves him of the agony? 
Why must he go on telling his tale? (574-590) 
What does the poet tell us through the Mariner's tale? 
(lines 610-617) 
What effect does the story's message have on the Wedding 
Guest? (lines 618-625) On_you? 
T H E F 0 U R T H S E R I E S 




When a child first learns to talk, he uses single 
words--mama, daddy, cookie. His needs are simple and his 
single words are sufficient for awhile. Gradually, as his 
mind develops, he begins to understand more of the world 
around him. He forms ideas more complex than one-word 
expressions. He wants to try out the new words he has been 
learning. He begins to speak in groups of two, three, and 
four words. He then uses a short, choppy sentence. Gradually, 
his sentences become longer and clearer. He knows no grammar 
rules, but by listening and imitating he learns to speak a 
grammatical sentence. He doesn't know that his words are 
parts of speech, yet he uses them. 
An artist, too, has certain fundamental principles to 
follow as he expresses himself in his particular medium. 
Each art--literature or painti~--has its own special rules, 
just as English and French have their own rules. But common 
to all the arts are basic principles which an artist must 
observe to express himself effectively. A writer must also 
follow basic principles of order. Three of these principles 
are emphasis, repetition (or rhythm), and unity. 
\'ie shall see how these principles apply to paintings, 
poems, short stories, and plays. Our final experience in this 
series will be to read 1£! Tragedy 2f Romeo ~ Juliet, a play 




1. A writer follows fundamental rules in putting together 
a work of art. Three of these rules are emphasis, 
repetition (or rhythm), and unity. 
2. A writer emphasizes elements to show what is most 
important to his purpose. Hemingway focuses on the 
fight between the old man and the marlin to emphasize 
the struggle of man against nature and man's strong 
will and determination. 
3. A writer creates rhythmic patterns through repetition. 
One very commonly known rhythmic pattern is the beat 
in poetry. 
4. a work of art must have unity; that is, every element 
must be necessary and appropriate to the work. For 
example, every word and line and image in a poem must 
be necessary and appropriate to the poem as a whole. 
5. Reading a play requires the ability to imagine the 
setting, the props, the atmosphere, the actions, and 
the characters. 
6. Conflicts in a play are the problems facing tae 
characters. These may be conflicts of man vs. himself, 
man vs. man (or groups), man vs. nature, and man vs. 
fate. 
7. A playwright creates a sense of rhythm by building 
up our emotions through exciting, tense scenes and 
then relieving those emotions through comparatively 
calm scenes. 
8. A playwright emphasizes characterization through 
conflicts they must resolve. 
9. Characters in a play are portrayed through what they 




1. to recognize the elements upon which a writer focuses 
in order to convey his meaning. 
2. to recognize the sense of rhythm in the world around 
us as well as in art. 
3. to sense rhythmic patterns in poetry. 
4. to recognize unity in art. 
5. to read a play imaginatively. 
Attitudes 
1. Art is all around us in many forms. 
2. The elements in a work of art are arranged to contribute 
to the artist's purpose. 
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EXPERIENCE ONE 
AN ARTIST SELECTS AND ErvfPHASIZES DETAILS 
Let us imagine we are painters looking down at the 
ocean from the top of a nearby hill. From \'There we stand 
we have a view of the sweep of the beach as it curves around 
a peninsula. To create an exact imitation of this scene is 
impossible. As artists we aren't interested in merely 
copying every detail we see. That, too, vmuld be impossible. 
Rather we select details. But how do we know .. which details 
to select? Our choice will depend on o~r attitude toward 
what we are viewing. We will select those elements that will 
help express our personal ideas and feelings about the scene. 
If, for examp:J,e, we were a painter named Honet, we'd be most 
fascinated by the way the light reflects on the s~rface of the 
water, causing it to shimmer like a precious jewel. 
As we select details, we focus on those moat imuortant 
to our interpret~tion. He use colora, shapes, and lines that 
will help us to accomplish our purpose. The focus on par-
ticular elements in a work of art is known as emphasis. In 
a port:uait .-the face is more significant than anything else. 
In a novel or a play there may be a scene of unusual importance 
to the development of the action. It may be any one, or 




Study the following paintings. ~lri te a short paragraph 
about each painting. Answer the following questions: llha.t 
details are emphasized? Vfuat eleoents occupy the center of 
interest ? iihat is the central idea or feeling? How do the 
dominant elements help the artist to convey his personal 





Sistine Chapel, Detail of God in ~ Creation 
21. Ada~ by !-U chelangelo 
The figure of God, surrounded by seraphim, 
r.eaches out to Adam to give him the spark of 
life. The full figure of God is dominant in 
the scene. The artist has emphasized the 
giant contours of His body. The muscles in 
His arms, shoulders, and legs, as well as the 
sharp and bold features in His face, all 
convey a feeling of strength and severity. 
Through these dominant details ltichelangelo 
successfully conveys the omnipotence and 
glory of God the Creator. 
Hunger by Ben Shahn 
~ Luncheon of ~ Boating Party by Auguste Renoir 
~ ~ Supper by Jacopo Tintoretto 
b. 
In literature, too, a writer gives emphasis to particular 
elements to achieve his purpose. The following two short 
stories are both about teenage boys involved in a struggle, 
but each emphasi~e$ something different. The first story, 
" 
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"The Reef" by Samuel Scoville, emphasizes the atmosphere of 
the lurking, mysterious fathoms of the deep and the conflicts 
it creates for Jimmy Tom, the young diver. The second, 
"The Parsley Ga.rden11 by \iilliam Saroyan, emphasizes the 
complex feelings of a young boy growing up. Let us find out 
how each author is able to create a dominant idea or feeling 
through the details he emphasizes. Read the two stories. 
Then, answer the following questions about each story. You 
will find in answering most of the questions that you will 
be able to say more about one sto~y than the other. This 
will help show what is emphasized in each. 
TURN TO THE NEXT PAGE 
} ) ) 
QUESTIONS "The Reef" "The Parsle:v Garden" 
1 • 1.1ho are the main characters? 
Briefly tell i'lhat each is like. 
-
2. How does the author let us knovt 
what kind of people they are? 
(Specific examples of vlhat they 
say or do, \-That others say about 
them, what the author says). 
3. "dha.t problems are they involved in? 
4. l'lhat effect do the problems have on them? 
5. As the story progresses, how do ~he 
characters change in the way they 
act or feel? 
6. '.ihat is· the setting of the story? 
(Time, place). 
7. List elements of the setting that 
are outstandins. 
" Give examples of description used to u. 
create atmosp~ere or suspense. 
9. Explain hm'l necessary the particular 
setting is to the story. (Could the 
setting be changed '\"li thout affecting 
the meaning of the story?) 
EXPERIENCE T\10 
AN ARTIST REPEATS ELEMENTS TO CREATE RHYTID1 
Closely related to the principle of emphasis is the 
principle of repetition. This word is no stranger to us. 
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'ole see repetition in forms all around us. Have you ever studied 
a plant to see how the leaves grow in pairs perpendicular to 
one another from the bottom of the stem to the topmost leaves? 
A branch of a tree on which new twigs alternate from one side 
to the other? Scallop shells with lines radiating from the 
flat ridge at the bottom? Honeycomb made up of one hexagon 
after another? A rose made up of layers of petals repeated 
over and over again? The pattern of your wallpaper? The grooves 
in a record? The \'/a vy lines on your t.v. set i'lhen something has 
gone wrong? The way bricks are set in a chimney? The pickets 
on a fence? The columns around a buildipg? The vmy you breathe? 
Your heartbeat? The ticking of a clock? The dripping of a 
faucet? 
All this is repetition, and yet the world does not get 
boring. Q,uite to the contrary. llhen repetition is periodic, 
that is, it recurs at regular intervals, it creates rhythm. 
And rhythm is a part of everyday living. ',i'hy does a baby 
stop crying when it is rocked in a rhythmic movement? '.Ihy do 
teenagers love to dance to the steady rhythmic beat of their 
favorite orchestras and singers? Life itself is a rhythmic 
" 
movement from the birth to the death of every hQ~an being 
since the beginning of man. 
a. 
Bring to class objects which you think have rhythmic 
patterns. Be prepared to explain why they have rhythm. 
Compare your examples with examples yo~r classmates have 
presented. 
b. 
~Ie are familiar with the rhythm in songs and poetry. 
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It is the repetition of an accented, or heavy, beat. 
Different rhythms create different moods and feelings. For 
example, the fast, vari&d rhythm in the following.lines from 
"The Congo" creates a feeling of haste and excitement. Clap 
to the rhythm of· the lines, giving stress to accented syllables 
(those indicated by a long mark). '-' In the word baseball, the 
first syllable, base-, receives the heavy beat. 
v . ....._; 'J - -._/ 
And"BLOOD" screamed the whistles and 
- '-' _.) - vu 
the fifes of the warriors, 
"BLOOD" screamed th'e skull-fa~ed, lean 
'--' ..._. 
witch-doctors, 
'"- ......... e- ~) 
"1lhirl ye the deadly voodoo rattle, 
Harry the upl~ds, 
'-' 
Steal all the cattle, 





Compare this with the quiet, pensive mood created by the 
slow, even rhythm of lines from Robert :::rost's "Stopping by 
lloods on a Snowy Evening." 
..., ........ 
Vlhose woods these are I think I know, 
His house is in the village though; 
;,_.; - .._.. - ..._... -........_; 
He will not see me stopping here 
,_, ~· 
To \'Ta tch his woods fill up with sno1v. 
Read the following poems aloud, clapping out the 
rhythm just as you would clap in time to music. Be ready to 
describe the rhythm. For example, is it fast or slow? Even 
or irregular? Does it create a feeling o:f' calm or of excite-
ment? Delicacy or strength? 
1. "The Charge of the Light Brigade" by Alfred, Lord 
Tennyson 
2. "Boots" by Rudyard Kipling 
3. "I Tiiandered Lonely As a Cloud" by ·Jilliam ~.:ordsworth 
c. 
A painter creates many rhythmic patterns in his works by 
repeating colors, lines, and shapes. One o~ the most famous 
of all paintings, Leonardo da Vinci's ~Supper, is an 
excellent example. The painting depicts the moment of the 
last supper when Christ says, "Verily I say unto you, that one 
of you shall betray me." The apostles, seated at a long, 
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rectangular table, shrink back in horror at the prophecy. 
They are arranged in four groups of three but all the groups 
differ a little. Variety within the pattern helps the painter 
to avoid possible monotony. Christ is at the center of the 
painting in the middle of the four groups. His head is 
emphasized by the light area of a window behind Him in the 
background. This position gives Him the dominant role in the 
painting. 
The following sketch outlines the rhythmic groupings 
in the painting. Following this example study the paintings 
below and draw a sketch which shows the rhythmic patterns and 
the elements that are emphasized • 
.I.lli:. ~ Supper 
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1 • Annunciation by ?ra Angelico 
2. / Surrender of Breda by Diego Velasquez 
3. Sunday Afternoon on La Granda Jatte by Georges Seurat 
EXPERIENCE THREE 
AN ARTIST HUST ACHIEVE UNITY IN A ;{QRK OF ART 
Emphasis and repetition are only two of the important 
principles which an artist observes. Most important of all 
the principles is unity. Unity comes from the Latin word, 
~, meaning ~· Unity means "the state of being one." 
A good example of unity is your own ~ace. Every face is 
su~pposed to have two eyes, a nose, and a mouth. 'Jhat if you 
had two noses? You would have something extra, something a 
face is not supposed to have, something not necessary. 
Suppose, on the other hand, you had no nose. You would then 
be missing something vital to your breathing as well as vital 
to the appearance of your face. There would be an unpleasant 
blank space. When a work of art has something extra or some-
thing missing, its unity is impaired. 
Everything about a work of art--its subject, meaning, 
lai~uage, rhythmic patterns, dominant details--all fit together. 
The~re are no misfits, nothing that does not belong. Nor are 
there any elements missing so that the work is incomplete. Ue 
saw when we tried to change words in a poem that we destroyed 
the· effect because the original words were appropriate and 
necessary to the work as it was. No other words would do 
as well. ilhen this is true of a literary work, it is said 
to have unity. 
a. 
Let us see now how the imagery in a poem affects its 
unity.. Read "Trees" by Joyce Kilmer. Then, draw a sketch 
of a tree and write on it those parts o:~ the tree that the 
poet compares indirectly with a human being. =.-·or example, 
the mouth vlould correspond with the roots of the tree. \"/hen 
y1::>U have finished, compare your sketch vTi th those i'lri tten by 
your classmates. ~iihat picture do you have of the image? 
Uhere does the poet place the arms? Ha.ir? Bosom? Discuss 
in class hO\v the inconsistent image o:l.- a human being mars 
the unity of the whole image and, therefore, the '..lli ty of the 
b. 
Rhythm, too, must be consistent with the meaning of a 
poem. For example, a slow, heavy beat would create an 
inappropriate feeling for a poem about love. Read the poem, 
"Death," by Percy Bysshe Shelley. Be ready to disc:J.ss in 
class the :::·ollowing questions: 
1 • -.Iha t does Death do? 
2. ~ihat is the poet's attitude to\'Tard Death? 
" 
3. Describe the rhythm. ":!hat feeling does it create? 
4. How appropriate is the feeling created by the rhythm 
to the feeling created by the subject? 
EXPERIENCE F01JR 
THE BUILDING OF A PLAY 
Plays offer examples of how the principles of emphasis, 
repetition (or rhythm), and unity help form a work of art. 
"A play is a story or situation designed to be acted on a 
stage before an audience." 1 The story emphasizes majo.l" 
characters (for example, a hero, a heroine, a villain) and 
particular character traits in them. i,Je learn what the 
characters are like through what they say and do and through 
what others say about them. The story further emphasizes 
conflicts. The characters are involved in struggles or 
conflicts, as we in life are constantly faced \V"ith struggles 
Ol:' conflicts. These conflicts may be caused by their own 
weaknesses (dishonesty, impatience), by another character 
or groups of characters (representing opposing interests or 
ideas), by forces of nature (man struggling against the sea), 
or by fate (forces beyond man's control). The meaning of the 
play lies in what the playwright says about or through the 
characters as they are involved in the conflicts. 
1Ralph P. Boas and Edwin Smith, Enjoyment ot Literature 
(New York: Harcourt, Brace, 1952), p. 281. --
A play builds up to dramatic highpoints because of the 
conf'licts that move the characters to action. The action 
rj.ses through a chain of events to exciting, tense scenes, 
wluch build up our emotions; then it falls back to a state 
of relative calm in scenes of relief, which relax our emotions. 
The repetition of rising and falling action creates a sense of 
rhythm. It is important to remember, however, that while this 
rhythmic movement is being created, the play is advancing to 
one especially dominant highpoint--the climax--when the ~ain 
ch~racter comes face to face with the major conflict. His 
re;3ponse to it, that is, the way he faces the conflict, helps 
to determine wha. t will ha. ppen to him and hmr the play will 
end. 
A playwright uses the principle of repetition not only 
to create a rhythmic pattern but also to emphasize important 
eletments. For example, he repeats theme, conflicts, and 
cha.racter traits in order to build upon them as the play 
progresses. 
There is unity in a play when all the elements are 
necessary and appropriate to the playwright's purpose. The 
characters, the conflicts, the action (including all the 
scenes and acts), and the ~tmosphere must contribute to the 
pla:r and to one another. 
" 
Shakespeare used these principles of' organization--
emphasis, repetition, and unity--when he wrote Romeo and 
Juliet. The study guide below will help you see how he . 
b1it the play into a well-organized dramatic story. Be 
pr•epared to discuss the quest1lil.ns in class. 
Before you begin, remember that reading a play 
reiquires a great deal of imagination. You m'-~st create 
memtal pictures of what the characters, the setting, the 
action, the props, and the lighting would be like on a 
stage. The play will come to life if you can hear and 
see and feel the scenes. 
STUDY GUIDE TO R01·1EO !llQ JULIET 
EI-lPHASIS 
1. Characters 
Identify the following major cbaracters. ~mat traits 
are emphasized about each one? Through what means are 
these traits revealed? 
Romeo, Juliet, Friar Laurence, Tybalt, :,rercutiO,. Nurse 
2. Conflicts 







The family feud 
The Prince's warning 
Romeo's impatience 
Tybalt's hostility 
Paris's proposal of marriage 
The role of fate 
3. Plot Development 
Each o:· the acts emphasizes a major phase in the develop-
ment of the plot. To help you see what characters, 
conflicts, and events are emphasized in each act, fill 
in the following information on a chart similar to the 
one below. 
Act I, Introduction 
a. S~tting--the day, the time in history, the city, 
and the specific location ivi thin the city. 
b. !-1ajor Characters and one ·or tt·TO 'mrds describing 
what is revealed abOLit their personalities. 
For example, Tybalt--hostile, hot-tempered. 
c. Situation--what is the problem for the major 
characters as the play opens? 
d. Atmosphere--what feeling is created? :Tor example, 
is it an atmosphere of tension? Hatred? 
Relaxation? How do yo·u. know? 
Act II, Complication 
a. Hajor con::.:'licts developed here. 
b. Ivia jor characters and further development of traits. 
Act III, Climax 
a. lviajor conflicts Romeo m'-lst .race. 
b. Romeo's reaction or decision. 
c. I-:ea.ns by which excitement is created. 
Act IV, Resolution 
a.. Outcome of Climax. 
b. Effect of climax on major characters. 
Act V, Conclusion 
a. How are conflicts resolved? 
b. ~;bat happens to major characters? 















1. Trace the following conflicts~ 
a) How· is the conflict of fate introd·u.ced in the Prologue 
and repeated in Act I, Scene i, I. v., III. i., III. v., 
and V.ii.? (Capital Roman numeral re:ers to act, the 
small to scene). 
b) How is the conflict created by Tybalt's hostility 
introduced in I.i. and repeated in I.v., II.iv., and 
III.i.? 
c) How is Romeo's impatience made clear in I.v. and then 
repeated in II.ii., II.iii., III.i., III.iii., and 
V.i.? 
2. Hol-T is the theme introduced in the Prologue and repeated 
in II.iii., II.vi., and V.iii.? 
3. Trace the rhythmic movement in the action as the play 
progresses from scenes of excitement to scenes of relief. 
How does this rhythm in the action create in you, the 
audience, a rhythmic rising and :falling of emotion? For 
example, scene one begins on a highpoint 1-tth a duel 
between the two families and scene two sustains the excite-
ment by introducing a conflict to be created by Paris's 
proposal of marriage. This tension is relieved by scene 
three, in vThich Juliet is told of the :proposal and the 
Nurse reminisces about Juliet's childhood. 
UK'ITY 
1. How do the characters of Tybalt and Benvolio balance one 
another? ·.rhere? How does balance--the equality of 
opposins or contrasting elements--help create unity? 
2. How do the characters of Romeo and J:1liet balance one 
another? How is this revealed'? Jbat is achieved by it? 
3. How does scene II.v. balance with II.iii.? III.iii. with 
III. ii. '? IV. v. with IV .i v. 'l itha t is accomplished through 
the balance? 
4. ·Jhy does Shakespeare include the following brief scenes: 
II.i., IV.iv., V.ii.? Discuss whether or not the :.mity 
of the play would be weakened if they \vere omitted. 
5. Uhy does Shakespeare include the :follovring minor characters: 
Prince, Peter, Capulet? Discuss whether or not they could 
have been omitted. 
T H E F I F T H S E R I E S 
',tlHAT £-!AKES A -\IORK OF ART UlJIQUE? 
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INTRODUCTION 
A work of art, like an individual, is unique, for it 
iE: the expression of the ideas and feelings of a Wlique 
artist. "lie shall compare several paintings and literary 
selections dealing with the same general theme, "Han's 
Relationship to Man," to see that there are many different 
ways of approaching a similar idea and that no two approaches 
are exactly the same. 
TF.E OBJECTIVES 
Understandings 
·1 • .An artist conveys his individual ideas and feelings 
through his choice of subject, his use of language, 
and his method of organization. 
1') ,:,_. 
Skills 
The tone of a work of art helps to convey the artist's 
attitude toward his subject. Edna St. Vincent l~illay, 
in her peen: ent,itled "Spring," creates a tone of 
bitterness through her images and through her use of 
such words as "stic.ky,'' "spikes," and "maggots." This 
tone helps her to express her attitude that spring only 
covers up the sickness and sadness of the world but 
does nothing to improve man's condition. 
I~creased ability 
1. to recognize tone in a work of art. 
2. to express our personal attitudes through tone. 
3. to compare and discuss different attitudes expressed 
in different works of art. 
Attitudes 
1. An artist, as a unique individual, creates a work of art 
that expresses his own response to life. 
2. A work of art is unique because it expresses the personal 
ideas and feelings of a unique individual. 
EXPERIEIWE ONE 
AH ARTIST IS AN INDIVIDUAL .diTH HIS o;m IDEAS AND FEELINGS 
Vle all have special likes and dislikes. lie come from 
different homes and backgrounds. ".le' ve experienced different 
thlngs and been different places. Because of all these things, 
oul" reactions to life around us differ a great deal. ·,·fe can 
demonstrate this by comparing our answers to the following 
que~stion: lihat is the most exciting thing you have ever 
experienced? Vlhat is your answer? How many different answers 
has the class given? 
'de all "see" the same things differently, too. 
following passage and try to imagine the experience. 
your immediate reaction to it? Vlri te it down. 
Read the 
\ihat is 
You are riding along a dark and lonely country 
road late at night. Everything is very still. 
Suddenly, as you round the corner, there before you 
is a blazing fire! A massive barn--enveloped in 
brilliant red flames shooting up into the black 
sky, all hot and crackling! 
Let us compare our reactions.· Sometmay be saddened by the 
thought of those \"lho '\vill suffer from the fire, the animals 
caught inside or the farmer himself. Others may try to get 
help and wonder why no one is trying to put it out. Still 
someone else may be affected by the excitement of the blazing 
flames as they light up the black night and spread a red glow 
into the sky. 
Like us, the artist responds to life in a most individual-
:tstic way. 1lhat he expresses in a work of art are his personal 
views and the way he sees the '"orld around him. This helps to 
~~xplain why an artist doesn't merely copy or imitate an object 
detail for detail. He re-creates it as he sees it and as he 
:reels about it. 
Each work of art, then, is the unique expression of a 
1mique individual. Fbr example, compare the following two 
paintings dealing with a similar subject--fishermen at sea 
1~rying to reach safety before a storm blows up. ~lri te the 
answers to the questions related to each paintins and then 
~mmmarize in a paragraph tre two different attitudes. 
1 • .Fbg 'darning by 1:linslow Homer 
a) Vlhat details indicate that a storm is blowing? How 
does the painter convey a sense of drama? 
b) How does the painter emphasize the strength of the 
sea? The strength of the man? 
c) ~lliat feeling does Homer give about man's struggle 
with the sea? Explain whether or not the man will 
be successful. 
~~. Toilers of ~ ~ by Albert Pinkham Ryder 
e.) How does Ryder emphasize the boe.t rather than the 
human figure? 
~) \ihat feeling does he convey about the sea.? How 
does he achieve this? 
c) Uhat feeling does Ryder give about man's struggle 
with the sea? i·lhich is strone;est, the sea, the 
boat, or man? 1-Thy? 
AN ARTIST CONVEYS HIS ATTITUDE THROUGH THE TONE 0 F HIS TJORK 
An artist cornmunica tes his a ttl tude tovrard his subject 
through the ~ of his worlr.. He selects the point of view 
and details that are crost important to him and then makes them 
dominant. He chooses words with the proper denotative and 
connotative meanings and proper word coloring. He creates 
images that will appeal to our senses and express his point 
of view. 
a. 
;re also convey our attitudes through our choice of words. 
Try this experimen.t to see how you can create three different 
t1::>nes. Describe the following in three ways: first, unfavor-
ably, as thoue;h you disliked them; second, favorably, as though 
you liked them very much; third, describe them objectively, 




I don t lilte it. I love it. I am objective. 
sticky cool carbona ted liqu-l.d 
gassy refreshins colored and flavored 
saccharine svmet with a dark brown, 
:ti"J.ddy-looking bubbly Si'leet syru;> 
1 • spinach 4. money 
2. television 5. s tea:t;: 
-z studyinG ~ dances ..;. c • 
b. 
':i:he follovling poems reveal different attitudes tmvard 
the same subject--spring. ';lri te a parae;raph for eacl-.:. poem, 
describing the major images and words that help conrwte the 
tone of the l)oen. Include a summary of the poet's attit'J.de 
touard his subject. 
VAlUSHilJG SPRil'JGTIHE ••• 
'diST::?ULLY 
THE LONELY HIDO'.I 
?OUTS AT HER HIR...'i.OR 
--Seibi 
The poet creates an image of a lonely 
~vidow before her mirror, seeing that the 
springtime of her life--her youth--is 
fading. She "pouts" as a child pouts 
i'lhen he cannot have what he wants. And 
she pouts 11 w'listfully," knmdng that 
altho~gh she wishes for her lost youth, 
it will not return. The poem ex:?resses 
an attitude of tender amusement, somewhat 
the attitude one might express toward a 
child. 
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1. "I Heant to Do :Hy 'i1ork Today" by Richard Le Gallienne 
2. "Spring Night" by Sara Teasdale 
3. "l·Ietric l"igure" by \'iilliam Carlos ~;ill lams 
4. "Blue-Butterfly Day" by Robert Frat 
EXPERIENCE 'I'HREE 
EACH ~i0ffi( 0? AR7 IS TJNIQ,1.JE 
All of the following works are about the same general 
theme, "Han's Relationship to His Fello1·1 :.ran." Yet, each is 
a. unique vwrk. '.ie shall noi·T discover ivhy. As you study each 
~~·ork remember what you have learned about art. Be ready to 
discuss the following questions: ~TJ:1...a t subject has the artist 
selected through 'i'lhich to express his own ideas and feelinss? 
',ihat are the levels of meaning? '\iha.t do his colors or words 
sue;ges t? Hovr pleasing is his language? How 'vvell does he 
make you sense the pictures he creates? '.7hat details does he 
emphasize to express his central ideas and feelings? ~mat 
rhythmic patterns does he create? Ho'i'r a.ppropria te and nec-
essary are all the elements? ~Ihat is his attitude? Describe 
the works to see how many different interpretations there can 
be for the same general theme. 
a. 
Old ~ and Boy by Domenico Ghirlandaio 
This is a p~ing of an old man fondling a young boy. The 
ugly, deformed features of the old man are at first shocking, 
but vrhen one "reads" deeper into the painting, he finds a 
statement of the nature of love. 
Study this painting carefully. ·,iha t do you thinl:. is 
the boy's attitude toward the old man? How does the artist 
x•eveal this attitude? ~fhat is your attitude? 
b • 
..... 
1>1arria5e ~ ]._a ~ by \Villiam Hogarth 
This is a series of paintings by an eighteenth-century 
Englishman. The subject is a marriage of convenience 
between the vreal thy daughter of a business man and a 
poverty-stricken nobleman. 
·,;hy is this a "marriage of convenience"? ·,;hat can you 
t,ell about the people, their manners, and their customs from 
the series? :'ihat does Hogarth's attitude toward these people 
st~em to be? 
c. 
r-'--------------------------------------------------------~ J?ortrai t .2£. ~ Q1.S! iioman by Rembrandt van Ri jn . 
The artist concentrates on the face of an old woman as 
j_t is set off against a dark background. 
i,'ihere is the light focused? Vihat does it emphasize? 
"iihat does the position of the figure reveal about her? 'dhat 
fe!eling is created by the shades of light and dark? \'ihat is 
Rc;;mbra:ndt r s' a tt:i. tude· toward this v10man and tovrard old age in 
general? Vihat is your attitude? 
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d. 
Now let us read "1-iending Viall" by Robert Frost. This 
1s a poem about a wall dividing two farms. One man bel.i.eves 
~~hat it should be mended every year because "Good fences 
make good neighbors." The other feels they are good 
neighbors anyway and that the fence doesn't serve any real 
purpose. Hhat attitude does each one have toward people? 
:s one attitude better than the other? ·.ihy do you thinl\. so? 
\fhat other ldnds of walls do we put up beside physical ones? 
In what way are these neighbors and their mending wall 
e~ymbols? 
e. 
~iilliam Saro'yan has selected a simple Armenian family 
living in southern California through whom to express his ideas 
and feelings about people. ~ Human Comedy, a novel rich with 
€;entle humor and insight, is the story of life itself and all 
that makes it a miracle and yet a puzzle--love, hope, beauty, 
:!;li ty, hatred, i'tar, intolerance, death. 
Read the novel at your own rate of speed. Fbr class 
cUscussions each of you will present a summary of an assiBD.ed 
chapter. The summary should include the following: 
1. A brief description of the major characters. 
(Explain how they grow as the story pro~resses). 
2. An explanation of the conflict. 
3. ~tn explanation of the meaning of the chapter and 
its title. (i·Jhat do you think the author is trying 
to say through the:.characters and their actions?) 
4. A reading and brief discussion of meaningful 
quotations wluch give you insight into life and 
which reveal the author's attitude. 
General Questions~ Further Discussion £z ~Class: 
1. Read a biographical sketch of ~:illiam Saroyan. 
How have his own experiences influenced the 
vTri ting of the book? The characters? The setting? 
The conflicts? Does he resemble any of the char-
acters in his book? If so, whom? 
2. ~illat do we mean by a democratic attitude toward 
people? How does Saroyan express such an attitude? 
Vlhat is his attitude toward hatred and intolerance? 
Through what characters and incidents does he express 
these attitudes? 
3. How is the impact of the war felt? Hmv do each of 
the following reveal different atti tuues to\'lard war: 
Harcus, Tobey, Mrs. Haca.uley, Homer, 1·fr. Grogan, 
Eat? 
4. iihat attitudes toward \vork do Homer and Kr. Grogan 
express? 
5. -.lhat do the following symbolize: The Negro shouting, 
"Going home, boy--going back v1here I belong, 11 
"Cookies--raisins in," "Hr. Hechano''? 
6. '.lha.t effect does the author acr.J.eve by presenting his 
story in a series of episodes? How does The Human 
Comedy resemble the rhythmic pattern in tne now of 
life? 
7. Describe the author's use of language. ·.ihy is it 
appropriate to his characters and their setting? 
8. ~ihat is the tone of the book? (Is it bitter? 
Sarcastic? Objective? Kindly?) Give specif~c 
examples from the book that support your answer. 
9. 'iihat is Saroyan' s general attitude to'\r~ard l;ife? 
~ihom or what does he criticize? 
10. '.-ihat effect has reading this book had on your own 
attitudes? 
11 • Compare the attitude expressed in this \vork with 
those attitudes in works studied earlier in 
Experience Three. 
APPENDIX 
EV AL UAT I 0 l~ 
I. Evaluation of Student Participation 1n Ex;;eriences 
n.. Perception, !'1eoory, Imagination 
B. '1lri ting Experiences 
C. Discussion 
II. Standardized Tests 
A. Logasa--.iright Tests .!2£ ~ A:::::;reciation of Literature 
(Bloomington, Illinois: Public School Publishing 
Company, 1 926). 
This is a series of six tests des.ling respecti ve:..;r 
1-riti1 G.iscovery of theme, reader ;<.:.rticipation, reaction 
to sensory ima;;es, comparisons, trite ex~)res3ions, anG. 
rhytlJJ.J. This last test appears hig.i..J.y tecrmical for 
;.:.o s t .C.i.in th- 5rad.e s t uC:en ts • 
B. Carroll Prose .:~ppreciation Test (::ir: .. l1G:ll::;cll3, :.:in ... J.esot.::.: 
Educational Test Bureau, 1932-35), t;r;.;.des 7-16. 
I or::::, co .. ~;:; is ts o .f a fourteen-po.ge booklet. Each pa5e 
but representing four levels o:: li tt:ra:.·y ez:cel:l.euce 
wL.ich s tuder-... ts :;.re asked to rL'tL.k. 
:-leier "\.rt Test, i.;o. 1, .. 1.rt JuC:.tee.cl t ( 3ta'i:.e: -:Ei versi ty, 
Io1va: B"Ureauof Educational .Research ana. Jervice, 1 S2i2). 
One hundred t·,;en~ty-five artistic specirllen;:; se:.ected 
for a variety of elements involvi:c.c C'd:;;atLstic J:..<dg:Jent 
are presented in an original and a cha:.:-... ged copy. 
Students c..re asked to select the for::.1 ;nore :;leasing to 
tl ... e;n. This test measures a.1;p:ceciation rather than 
knowledge of art. 
D. Graves Design Judgpent ~ (l~ew York, ~~ew Yorl:: 
Psychological Corpora. tion, 1 943). 
This test measures the student's ability to perceive 
and react to basic principles of uactl1etlc order (unity, 
dou~ina:.1ce, variety, bal.s..nce, contlwli t:y, syr.wwtry, 
}!roportlon, and rhytlm). J::Cle i te.~1s .J.::;:•e abstract geo-
.metric designs, which elimil1ate ti1e irJ..CL.ience of ideas, 
prejudices, specific meanings, w~ich ~re ull associated 
VIi th vis u.al art. 
III. Review Tests 
A. Objective 
B. Essay 
IV. Informal Student Evaluation (Discussion or Essay) 
A. How have experiences in perceptio..:.~., :..:erJor;y, and 
"P. 
.w. 
imagination helped you understand art? 
How has art helped you "see" and "feel" :Jore fully? 
c. Do yo.:.. understand art better? .ihy? 
D. How have yo·u. learned to share the artist's ex,LJeriencei 
E. How has your attitude toward art ct..anged? 
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SAMPLE TEST 
I. This portion of the test determines your understanding 
of the series. Indicate whether the following statements 







An artist records in a work of art exactly 
what he sees. 
Imagination is the ability to create new things 
out of what we already know. 
The subject of a work of art is unimportant. 
The meaning of a work of art is in what the 
artist says about or through the subject. 
Artists use·connotation to suggest ideas and 
feelings rather than to state them. 
Because artists control the connotative meanings 
of their words, they can determine exactly what 
our reaction will be. 
ill 7. Vie cannot always understand symbols without 
some background information. 
~ 8. Abstract images appeal most vividly to our senses. 
ill 9. An artist expresses his attitude through the tone 
of his \oTork. 
ill 1 o. Repetition of elements is monotonous; therefore, 
good artists avoid it. 
II. This section tests what you remember about the works of 
art studied in the series. !.fatch the. items in Column A 
with those in Column B. Indicate your choice by putting 
the correct letter in the space provided. 
GO OH TO THE NEXT PAGE 
A 
ihl 1 • 1<1ona. Lisa 
ill 2. Coleridge 
ill 3. "Love is eternal. " 
hl 4. Is sa 
ill s. short story emphasizing feelings of a young boy 
hl ,.. 3istine Chapel u. 
.LU 7. .anslo\f Ho.:ner 
ill C' allegory _,. 
iE.l 9. Tem1yson 







pokes tun at marriage 
of convenience 
The Old Man and the Sea 
------
HailtLl 
"vvrote a ballad about man's 
need to love God's creatures 
The Creation of Adam 
f. The Human Comedy 
g. "Rode the six hundred" 
h. a portrait by da Vinci 
i. -.;illia;J Saroyan 
j • 5rD.nclEr~U" and danger 0 f the 
sea 
III. This section tests your ability to "see" and ''feel'' like 
an artist. You will be graded on yo,_:r originality and 
your ability to express yourself vividly. 
A. \lri te a descriptive paragraph or '"~ short poem based 
on any of the images you created in Experience Fbur 
of the third series. Expand the image or create 
other images around it. Remember to be concrete, to 
appeal to one or more senses, and to suggest your own 
ideas and feelings about what you describe. 
B. Read carefully the following Haiku. Re-create the 
poet's experience. Before you begin to describe the 
experience, consider his perception, memory, imagina-
tion, word choice, organization, and attitude. Jot 
your ideas on scrap paper. Then, begin to describe 
the eXpe~ience as you imagine the poet went through 
it. 
TROOPS OF TOURISTS COl·lE 
FOR .APRIL 
FLO"wv'ER-VIE'viiNG ••• 
OH, THEY'RE SPARRO~i-l·'IEK 
--Basho 
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RESOURCES FOR THE TEACHER AlJD PUPILS 
I. BOOKS 
Art 
1 • Canady, John. Metx·onoli tan Seminars in Art. 12 nort-
folios. lJm-; Yorl~: Hetropoli tan Iviuse-lw. of Art,· 1958. 
(Ava.i:J.able thro'--lgh the Book-of-the-Month Club, 
345 Hudson Street, I:e't'T York 14, Hmv York) 
2. Collins, Rose N., and Olive L. Riley. Art Appreciation 
for Junior and Senior High Schools. r:e':r York: Harcourt, 
Brace, 1 946:--
3. Craver:, Thomas. The Rainoov: Book of Art. Cleveland and 











Dovmer, T~arion. Discoverinf Desi~~n. I:evr Yor1z: Lothrop, 
Lee and Shepard, 1947. 
GardxJ.Gr, Helen. Art throu~h the Aees ( 3rd ed. ) • Nevr 
Yorlz: Harcourt, Brace, 94~ 
Gibson, Katherine. More Pictureq_ to Gro1:~ .lJ2 Ji th. 
Eevr Yorlt: American Studio Bool:s, 1946 . 
• Pictures to GrOi'l Un \Vi tb. Nev·r York: Studio 
--=-~~- -- ---- --Publications, 1942. 
Goldstein, Harriet Irene, and Vetta Goldstein. Art in 
Everyday J..i:f'e: (4th ed. ) • Nevi York: I\:acmillan, 1 954. 
Hughes, Lanes ton. The First Book of RhY.~E.· Eevv York: 
Franl;:lin Vlatts, 1954. 
Janson, H. ,; • , and Janson, Dora Jane. The Storv of 
Painting for Young Peonle. l~evr Yorl:: Harry F. Abrams, 
1952. 
MacAgy, Douglas, and Eli~abeth r-Ia cAgy. Go_lne; fo~ §: 
'Jalk vrl th §:_ Line. Nei·T York: Doubled2.y, 1 959. 
HcKinney, Roland J. Famous Old J:.ras ters_ p_f_ Pain tip£. 
Nevr York: Dodd, Head, 1951. 
13. Heyers, Bernards. Art and CivilizatiOl~. :Jei·r Yor1~: 
14. 
HcGrm·T-Hill, 1957. 
I'~oore, Lamo:::1t. The l''irs t Boolt of 
?ranklin 'Jc.. tts, 1 960. 
Literature 
1 • Adventures in _3eadins (I-:ercury ed.), ed. Jacob Ross 
et al. lfe1v York: Harcourt, Brc.ce, 1 952. 
2. Coleridc;e, Sc::.m.tl.el Taylor. The Rime of the Ancient 
Hariner and Other Poems, ed. -vfr~inie. ·.;.- Ke:rmedv. 
Cambridge,-I,~ass. : Houc;hton 1Hfflin, 1 959. ·· 
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3. Hopkins, Gerard T~anley. ~ Selection 0f His Poems and 
Prose (3rd ed.), ed. ·.1. R. Gardner-.-Londoii.-: Pene;uin 
Books, 1956. 
4. Jauanese Haiku (2nd ed.). ::ount Ver11on, I~e~·I York: 
Peter Pauper Press, 1956. 
5. Saroyan, ~lilliam. The Human Comedy, ed. I1arion C. 
Sheridan. Hew York: Harcourt, Brace, 1944. 
6. Shakespeare, ~'lilliam. _:;'he T_ragedy of Ron eo and Juliet, 
ed. Louis B. 'Jright, Eevr York: ~;fashine;ton Square 
Press, 1 959. 
7. Untermeyer, Louis. S_tory Poems: An Antholocy of 
Narrative Verse. Ne-.;v York: Pocket Bool:s, 1957. 




·- r5-th ed.}.l~e·..r York: Harcourt, Brnce, 1950. 
Lascau.,"'C: Cradle of Han's Art ( 17 min.), International 
?ilm Bureau, Inc., 57-F ... as t Jackson Boulevard, Chicaso 
4, Illinois. 
Leonardo da Vinci (25 min.), Encyclol;aedm 3ri tannica 
Films, TI50 ~dilmet te A venue, '.iih1et te, Illinois. 
Leonardo da Vinci and His Art (13} !Tiin.), Coronet :<'ilms, )" - ...------- 11i . o5 East South 'Ja.Les Street, Chicaso 1, I~- noJ.s. 
4. Rembrand~: Painter of I1an ( 18} Illin.), Col"'onet Films. 
5. Rembrandt: Poe1 pf Light (13 min.), International Film. 
6. Velasque~ (15 nin.), International Filr.1. 
7. Vincent ~ Gog)~ (22 min.), Coronet Films. 
III. RESOURCES AT THE MUSEm: 0:'? FINE ARTS, BOSTO:i:T 
Haterial is available at the 1-iuseum of :;'ine Arts free 
of charge except for transportation costs. Reservations and 
requests should be sent to: 
THE EXTEJ:TSIOIT STUDY 
!<rTJSEUl1 OF FIEE ARTS 
465 Huntine:,ton Avenue 
Boston 15, Hassachusetts 
The follovrine is a selection of material applicable to this 
series: 
1 • Illustrative Sets 
Enlarged photographs and color reyroductions vri th text, 
mounted on 22" x 28" cardboard, inter~;retinE various 
DlJ.ases of civ.ili.zation. An asterisl:;: before the title 




·:~spirit of French Paintinc. 
2. Portfolios 
Color reproductions or ::JhotocraDhs mounted on 15" x 18" 
cardboard. 
Color Reuroductions 
Christmas Story in Art 
Easter Gtorv in Art 




.:\nimals in Art 
Desisn in Hature e.nd Art 
Textu.re and Fa ttern 
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3. Exhibits of the 'deek 
Units of four color reproductions or e~larsed photocraphs 
with explanatory text, mounted on 22" x 28" cardboard and 





l< .... our Florentine Hasters 
Botticelli 
Giotto 




Four Dutch Artists 
Rembrandt van Rijn 
Van Goch 
Veruoer 
Four ~15lish Artists 
Eichteenth and N~neteenth 
Century French Painting 
Social Life in Nineteenth 
Ce~1.tury France 
Trends in Nineteenth Cen-
tury French Paintinc 
Four ~rench Painters I 
Four• French Painters II 














Di er;o Rivera 
~~erican Artists (19th-20th 
centur•'r' v I 
American Scenes (19th-20th 
century) 
?our /l..:;:eri can Painters ( Co")ley, 
'.fhistler, Eo:-ner·, Sargent) 
~~tercolor in A~erica (1S-20th 
cenkn·y) 
John Sinsleto11 Copley 
":Jinslo-vr Homer 
Homer and Eakins 
Paul Hevere 
Benjc.nin 'Jest 
Four Tl·rentieth Centc.ll""J }.Tasters 
Tiventieth Century Abstractions 
Tv!entieth Cent'..:try Real:;_sm 
Paul Klee and Joan Iv!i ro 
Pi et TTondrian 
Pablo Picasso 
Georges Ro,_mul t 
Haurice Utrillb 
Art of the Orient 
Circus 
Cities· of the Jor•ld 
Horses in .J.rt 
NtlSi c in Art 




A collection of cartoons :·rom the seventeenth century 
to the Dresent de,y. Forty-ti·lo 16" x 22" panels 
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Cartoons ConcerninG Art and the Artist 
A series on conte;nporary art fror;~ the hurnorous and 
satiric vievmoint of the cartoonist. Fourteen 32" x 
40" panels ~ 
The Poet and the Artist 
An exhibit that brings tor:;ether a group of }Joe:ns and 
".·rorlr.s of art dealing vri th the sa::ne themes. One orizinal 
painting, fourteen large 9anels 
5. Slide Sets 
Address reservations and requests to: 
SLIDE LIBP....\RY 
:r::rTSEm: OF I<"'INE ARTS 
4~5 Huntinston Avenue 
Boston 15, ~rassach,_lsetts 




19th Century French 
Painting 
Old Testament Stories 
The Christmas Sto~J 
Anir:mls in Art 
The Christ Child in Art 
Still Life 
Portraits 
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THE TEACHING 0 F LITERATURE 
AS .A FORN 0 F ART 
THROUGH ITS RELATIONS TO PAINTEJG 
by 
FLOP~~CE L. GEKS 
The purpose of this thesis is the construction of a 
series of experiences to introduce to ninth-grade students 
the study of literature as a form of art through its relations 
to painting. This series is based on the assumption that there 
are principles common to both art forms. 
The writer first establishes basic objectives in the 
teaching of art, the teaching of literature, and the teaching 
of aesthetic appreciation. These objectives include the need 
to relate art to the student's immediate needs and interests, 
to shovl the cor..tinui ty of aesthetic experience with the normal 
process of living, to develop or stimulate the student's pow-
ers of perception, memory, and imagination to help him ''see" 
and "feel" more like an artist, and to help the student 
"recreate" the artist's experience in order to appreciate a 
work or art more actively. 
The writer then evaluates the folloitting bases upon which 
correl&tions have been made between literature and one or more 
art forms: historic surveys, historic periods, theme-centered 
:l.t media ~rincinles of form, and expressive elements. un a, ' - ~ 
The series of experiences grows out of the writer's finding 
that no~ correlation meets all the objectives. The series 
combines several approaches and attempts to answer five basic 
questions: 
I. '•lbat is the source of a work of art? 
This section introduces artistic creativity 
with emphasis on perception, memory, and 
imagination. 
II. 1/bat is the content of a work of art? 
This section introduces subject matter, levels 
of meaning, symbolism, and allegory. 
III. 'dhat is the medium of a work of art? 
This section compares the ''languages 11 of the 
two art forms. The focus is on denotation 
~ and connotation, imagery, and word color. 
IV. libat is the organization of a work of art? 
This section introduces the principles of 
emphasis, repetition, and unity. 
V. ~/hat makes a work of art unique? 
This section considers attitude and tone. 
Fbcus is given to the individual expressiveness 
of the artist and the uniqueness of his work. 
The study of literature is the main concern of the 
series rather than the study of \'Tri ting, speaking, listening, 
or general reading skills. Literary selections include poetry, 
short stories, novels, and drama. Paintings represent many 
styles and periods. 
The series has not been formally tested. However, the 
initial idea and some of the materials come from classroom 
experience. It is this experience that has supported the 
idea that students are more interested in literature when 
it is related to their own lives and to the world around 
them. 
